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Summary 

Pipe handling during drilling for oil or gas, consumes a lot of the total 
operation time. Besides the fact that it is time consuming, it is also potentially 

dangerous because of human physical control of the handling operations and 

the heavy weights involved. 

It is suggested that mechanization of the pipe handling is an improvement in 

respect of both efficiency and safety. Efficiency because it provides consistency 

in operation, reduces cycle times and eliminates human errors. Safety because 

the crew is isolated from the potentially unsafe tasks. 

Since the operator is more interested in efficiency and safety improvements 

than the contractor, it is very difficult to stimulate the latter to mechanize. 

Once the contractor operates a mechanized rig, incentive contracting is still 

required, in order to stimulate the contractor to use the mechanized system to 

its full capacity. 

To generate ideas and suggestions for mechanization of the pipe handling, an 

analysis is made of the main handling operations. Next, the handling 

operations that can be performed by the same piece of equipment are combined 

to one module. 

For the modules storage on ground level, transport from Ito storage on ground 

level and storage on rig-floor, concepts are generated. For\e~~the most 
practical solution is selected and worked out in more detail. The modules are 

designed in such a way that they can be used as stand-alone equipment. 

If the modules are combined to one system, the estimated reduction in total ~! 

operation time, in the ideal situation, is equal to 8.1 %. This means a 

significant cost saving. 

It is concluded that mechanization is technical and economical feasible for both 

operator and contractor, if the proper conditions are being created, such as 

incentive contracting. 
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some of the pipe handling operations, such as connecting/disconnecting and 

pick up/lay down of the drill pipe. The only known solution to this is coiled 

tubing drilling, which makes use of one continuous drill string on a spool. 

Although this method eliminates the above mentioned operations, it also has 

some major disadvantages: 

• Transport restrictions limit the size of the spool and therefore the diameter 

of the string. 

• Metal fatigue because of excessive bending of the string results in frequent 

breaking and loss of the string. 

Because of these problems most wells are drilled with separate drill pipe still 

requiring all the conventional handling. Therefore other ways have to be found 

to make the drilling operation safer and more efficient. 

1.2 The need for mechanization 

Pipe handling is a repetitive, labour intensive and fatigue inducing operation 

which makes it very suitable for mechanization. It's therefore suggested that 

mechanization of the pipe handling is a way to increase both the efficiency and 

safety of the total drilling operation. Another way to increase performance is 

automation, because this can provide secondary benefits by eliminating human 

control errors and further reducing manpower. But automation, by necessity, 

includes mechanization and is not essential to safety improvements. We only 

need to mechanize, not automate, to remove the man from the dangerous tasks. 

So mechanization is the first step and will be the subject of this paper. 

OTHER 
8% 

BOP HANDUNG 
5% 

WALKING 
6% 

REPAIR & 
MAINTENANCE 

19% 

Figure 2. 

TRIPPING 
32% 

Personal injury accidents 
subdivided by operation [3]. 

DRILLER & 
ASSISTENT 

4% 

MECHANIC / 
ELECTRICIAN 

8% 

ROUSTABOUT 
30% 

OTHER 
7% 

CREW ON 
RIG-FLOOR 

44% 

Figure 3. Personal injury accidents 
subdivided by occupation [3]. 

Through mechanization human involvement changes from active force gener-
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ation to a control function, which means that the drilling crew is isolated from 
potential dangerous operations on the rig-floor. This has a major positive 

impact on safety because 44 % of all personal injury accidents occur to the men 

on the rig-floor (see figure 3). It is based on the premise that elimination of a 

proven hazardous manual function is a safety improvement to the extent that 

no new hazards are introduced by the change. 

Besides improving safety, mechanization can also improve performance by: 

• decreasing operating time • increasing reliability 

• reducing labour costs • optimizing handling 

• reducing human errors • avoiding rehandling 

• providing consistency in operation 

In other words mechanization can increase the efficiency in general. Roughly 

there are two different approaches to mechanization: 

I Adding mechanized sub-systems to the conventional rig replacing specific 

human operations. 

II Totally revising the rig design making it more suitable for mechanization 

and/or automation and create an integrated system. 

~." ... - .--- L -. <, (~-/"" 
The first approach q~p.e~~~require.'3 Jess eiIonJ but has one drawback: 

the sum of several optimal improvements is not necessarily an optimal overall ~"v ~ 
kt..... , 

result. 

Therefore the second approach has greater potential for improvement, but the 
~ ... - ............ -.. 

development process (Will also pe slow:)expensive and full with pitfalls, such as: 
"---_ .•.. ,--- -,,-,-.-.,~- ... / 

• Fast and competent crew are difficult to beat with a mechanized system. 

• It is difficult for new and more complicated machinery to match the 

maintenance and downtime standards, especially in the development stage. 

• The current surplus of conventional equipment makes it rather 
uneconomical to use, not to mention to develop, totally new equipment. 

• Significant rig mechanization cannot take place based on single well 

contracts because cooperative effort is required to develop new technology. 

Another aspect is that it is difficult to gain acceptance once a total redesigned 

rig has been developed. Examples of past projects who never made it to pass 
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the testing stage because of human resistance, demonstrate this (e.g. ADM 1+2/ 

USA). However there are also examples of mechanization projects which 

overcame these problems and have shown to be successful (e.g. Walker Neer 

Apache/ Alberta, Canrig 1800s/ Canada, Deutag! Germany). 

New mechanization projects will probably be initiated in the future because the 

pressure to improve safety and efficiency will continue to grow [4]. First of all, 

there is the demand for a better working environment. Governments interested 

in protecting people from injury will provide the primary pressure through 

national regulations. Oil companies who think they have the moral duty to 

increase safety will provide additional pressure. 

Secondly, the future fields found are expected to be smaller and therefore more 

challenging to produce at an economic level. So it becomes more and more 

important to drill in an efficient manner. 

It is clear that in the end, mechanization will be inevitable. It will require a lot 

of effort to overcome the mentioned difficulties, but this, on the other hand, 

forms the challenge for the future. 
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2. Economics 

2.1 Mechanization ... operator VS. contractor 

Most oil companies, also called operators, work with drilling contractors who do 

the actual drilling. The contractor is usually paid for his job on a day-rate 

basis. This day-rate results in a total opposite interest in the drilling operation 

between operator and contractor, what can be easily explained. 

The operator wants to have the drilling to be finished as soon as possible. In 

the first place he is saving spread-rate for every day the job is done quicker. 

Secondly he can start to produce oil in an earlier stage which means that his 

cashflow is starting earlier. 

The contractor on the contrary isn't interested in an early completion of the 

well at all. Every day he drills quicker he is losing rig-rate while he still has 

his fixed costs (about 80% of rig-rate). On the other hand he is not sure 

whether he can get an other drilling job planned for the saved days. 

In case of a mechanization project this difference in interest between operator 

and contractor also plays an important part. These differences are stated below. 

Positive effects of 

I 

Result operator 

I 

Result contractor 
mechanization 

Reduction in total Saving spread-rate and Losing money when 
operation time accelerated cashflow. paid on a daily basis. 

Reduction in crew Saving operation costs Labour cost savings. 
only when rig-rate is 
reduced by contractor 
because of the labour 
cost savings. 

Improved safety Reduction in chance of Reduction in lost time 
losing good-will accidents, but not of 
(governments, general interest when paid on 
public). Satisfaction of a daily basis. 
their moral duty. 

Table 1. Difference in interest in mechanization between operator and contractor. 

In practise mechanization doesn't provide significant reductions in labour costs. 
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The reason for this is that by introducing mechanization the need for lower 

qualified personnel is reduced by two or three, but instead one or two special 

trained, more expensive operators are needed for operation and maintenance of 

the system. So finally the total expenses on labour more or less stay the same. 

Therefore the contractor isn't interested in mechanization at all, when he is 

solely paid on a day-rate basis (see table 1). 

When the operator has pushed the contractor to mechanize and still pays him 

on a day-rate basis, the situation is even worse. In this case the contractor has 

made a big investment so 

his main point for atten

tion is to get compensation 
for his expenses. Every day 

he's drilling quicker he's 

losing this compensation. 

In other words the con-

tractor has a more efficient 

drilling system but isn't 

stimulated to drill any 

quicker (see figure 4). 

Therefore an economic 

model has been made, see 

Appendix 3, where the 

contractor is stimulated to 
mechanize and IS also 

pushed to reduce total 

operation time. To achieve Figure 4. 

this, the investment plus a 

CONVENTiONAL RIG RATE 

INCENTIVE CONTRACTING 

Mechanization still requires incentive 
contracting. 

certain rate of return for investment, is reflected in an additional rig-rate. So 

finally the operator is paying for the mechanization. Beside this, the additional 

rig-rate is also compensating for loss of conventional rig-rate that results from 

saved days. In other words, the contractor remains his old annual cashflow. 

This additional rig-rate is calculated by dividing the mentioned compensations 

by the expected new duration. Since the contractor is compensated for all his 

losses and expenses, the following is suggested to be very reasonable. As 

incentive the contractor is paid a lump sum for the total operation. This lump 

sum is equal to the new rig-rate times the expected new duration. If he is 
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taking longer than expected, his variable costs will increase. When he drills 

quicker on the other hand, he's saving on his expenses. In other words the 

contractor is pushed to finish the job within the expected duration. 

To represent the worst case 

for both operator and con· 

tractor, the economic model 

is based on time savings 

only. This model can 
determine what the annual 

savings of the operator can 

be per rig, as a function of 

the time reduction because 

of mechanization (see 

figure 5). The model is 

based on a total project 

duration of 10 years and a 

bank contract of 5 years 

with an interest of 12%. 

The contractor requir· 

ements, such as demanded 

Net Present Value (NPV) 

are input parameters for 

the model. 

Extra annual eaahflow I rig {$I 

t.200.ooo 

1,000,000 
I Contractor ,.qulrtHnt& /' 

r-- - pep 6.7 Y'" /NPV 01.1$ .............: ,/ 
.......... PIP 4.6 yrs {NPV 1 M$ l/": ~/' /' r---
- pap 3.5 )'f'& JNPV 2 M$ ~ ~~ ......... ..-

~~ ..,/' ............ i-"""" 

~r ~ ............. '" 

eoo,ooo 

_000 

400,000 

200,000 

4) 

..;oV.......,.~ .-...,........e 8 1~ , 'If, 14% 

V/' V/ 
f,:/ 

-eoo,ooo 

Operation time redudion 

Figure 5. Extra annual cash flow for operator per rig as a 
function of time reduction (investment = 2 M$). 

Steak Even 
Time RedudiOn 

'~r---~---r---+--~r---+---~---

~r---4----r---+----r---

.,., f---+--+--

4% 

""., 

Another important thing to 
determine IS what the Figure 6. 

Investment (M$) 

Break Even Time Reduction as a function of the 
investment made by the contractor. 

minimal time reduction 

through mechanization should be, to make it cost·effective for the operator. 

This Break Even Time Reduction as a function of the investment, is shown in 

figure 6. In this case the Pay Back Period (PBP) for the contractor is 5 years. 

In both figures can be seen that a minimal time reduction of about 5·6% is 

sufficient in the case of an investment of 2.0 M$. Although this model makes a 

rough estimate, it represents a worst case. Therefore it can be concluded that 

mechanization can be cost·effective for both operator and contractor if the 

proper conditions are being created, such as incentive contracting. 
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2.2 Economical justification of the top drive system 

The top drive drilling system has several advantages with regard to the rotary 

table. Although a top drive system is more expensive and requires more 

maintenance, the use of a top drive system can be justified in most cases. In 

table 2 all tangible and intangible advantages and disadvantages of the top 

drive are summarized. 

I Advantages II Disadvantages I 

I Tangible t~l~,t::~ I 
AI. No kelly pick up and set Dl. Higher investment or 

back additional rig-rate 'v",-')-

A2. No kelly hoisting / lowering D2. Higher maintenance costs 
during drilling 

A3. Drilling in stands possible, D3. More weight on block, i.o.w. 
2/3 fewer connections extra energy needed and 

increased wear of drill line 

A4. Reduction in tripping time D4. Extra rig up / down time 
because of rotation and mud (land operations) 
circulation during tripping 

A5. No pick up / lay down of D5. Higher and heavier derrick / 
drill pipe during hole mast 
conditioning / reaming 

A6. Block retraction possible 
(optional) 

I Intangible l. (",_2';'[ I 
A7. Increased safety D6. Drilling crew less familiar 

with system 

AB. Less chance of stuck pipe D7. New operation and mainte-
nance procedures necessary 

A9. Better well control 

A10. Less weather sensitive 
because of guide rails 

Table 2. Comparing top drive with rotary table. 

To make the justification for the use of the top drive clear, the above tangible 
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advantages and disadvantages are quantified in a model. The way this has 

been done is explained in Appendix 4. This model (I) is compared with a model 

(II) that can be found in literature [5]. The savings for the operator, calculated 

by these two models as a function of the well depth, are shown in figure 7. The 

real data are from measurements done in Mustang Island, Offshore Texas, 

where a top drive system was utilized and tracked for time savings by 

comparison to a typical kelly-rotary system [5]. 

It is clear that use of a top drive system can lead to considerable savings. In 
this case Model I gives the most conservative estimates that seem to lie closer 

to reality. It can be remarked that a top drive system is mainly of interest for 

deeper wells, but can also reduce drilling costs on a smaller scale for less deep 

wells. 

Savings I Well [$] 

• 
--Modell ISpread rate 46.000 $/day I / 
-Modell! / 

t' 

Real // 

400,000 

350,000 

300,000 

• Calc. mod. I .L 
/'" • 

• Calc. mod. " ,"" v· /' 
.<' J./ V /' V .. · .. ··· 

.# 

//' -V 
~'. V" ... -~"" 

~ 
• 

~ 
1,,-

~ ~ -~ 

250,000 

200,000 

150.000 

100,000 

50,000 

o 

° 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 

Wen Depth 1m] 

Figure 7. Savings per well possible with top drive as a function of well depth. 
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Savings / Well [$] 
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~ :=::::-I 
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Figure 8. Savings per well possible with top drive as a function of spread-rate. 

It is concluded that the use of a top drive system is justified inmost cases, 

especially when using block retraction. It can also be stated here that a top 
drive system is more suitable for mechanization than the kelly/rotary system, 

because the kelly handling is eliminated. Therefore the \mousehole connection' 
"-.....---.-~--~ .. " -""'-. .' 

isn't needed any more when using a pipe handling system on the rig-floor. In 

other words, drill pipe can be directly stabbed to the string by the handling 

system without having to lower it into the mousehole. In the case of a kelly, the 

mousehole is still needed for making the kelly/drill pipe connection. A top drive 

system with block retraction can add even more to the benefits of a pipe 

handling system [6]. 

Because of the advantages mentioned concerning cost savings and potential for 

mechanization, the proceeding chapters will be based on the use of a drive 

system. 
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3. Project description 

3.1 Project objective 

As mentioned in the introduction, there is a need for mechanization of pipe 

handling operations. Since pipe handling is suitable for mechanization the main 

objective of this project will be: 

To find possible solutions for mechanization of the ptpe handling during 

drilling operations, thereby increasing safety and efficiency. 

To come up with some good solutions the pipe handling will be examined as a 

whole. The reason for this, as mentioned earlier, is that in mechanizing small 

specific operations, there is a chance that the combination of several optimal 

solutions doesn't necessarily mean an optimal overall result. Therefore in the 

first instance the area of analysis will be as big as possible. On the other hand, 

operations that have nothing to do with pipe handling will be left out of 

consideration. This means that some of the current hardware has to be taken 

into account. 

Mter an analysis of the problem, the intention is to come up with several 

concepts for mechanization. Mter that a selection will be made and one of the 

alternatives will be chosen. The chosen concept will be further refined and 

worked out to the pre-engineering status. Because of the current surplus of 

conventional rig equipment, the objective is to design modules which can be 

easily fitted into a conventional drilling rig. 

Finally some overall recommendations for improving efficiency in general will 

be formulated. 

A formal signed project description can be found in Appendix 1. 

3.2 ~yste~ li~its 

The point for attention is pIpe handling in general, which determines the 

system limits for this project. 

18 
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Hardware that doesn't directly execute a pipe handling operation, but 

determines the way tubular are handled has to be taken into account. This 

forms the system limits: 

• The tubular (drill pipe, collars, casing, tubing) are the objects that have to 

be handled. The dimensions of these tubular are specified in API-standards. 

• The tool joint thread connections determine the way tubular are 

connected/disconnected from the string(~_~Ci th~_!tIl!~_Ileededfor--t1iat~- -. 

• The top drive system determines the way tubular are handled on the rig

floor and the way they are connected/disconnected from the string. _.-lj lA..tr:.r<. 

• The derrick or mast limits the working area on the rig-floor. The derrick 

provides a means for hoisting the string above ground level, which is an 

inherent part of the drilling process. It also functions as a framework to 

support other drilling equipment. Therefore the derrick cannot be 

eliminated. 

• The required BOP-stack on top of the wellhead results in an elevated rig

floor about 10 meters above ground level. 

• The external transport facilities (e.g. trucks) limit the dimensions of the 

transport units and of the tubular themselves. This makes that tubular 

may not be longer than circa 14 m and have to be transported in a 

horizontal way. 

The above described system limits determine what has to be accepted the way 

it is. The problem is now clearly defined and will be analyzed in the next 

chapter. 
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4. Analysis of the problem 

4.1 Taking a closer look 

Before making an analysis of the problem, we should ask ourselves: Is the 

stated pipe handling problem a real problem or can it be eliminated? 

The vertical manipulation of the drill string is an inherent part in the drilling 

process, therefore round tripping can never be eliminated. The pick up and lay 

down cannot be eliminated either, because tubular have to be transported from 

storage on ground level to well centre. How.:ever, there is a way to reduce the 
transportation distance. By making ~ /BOP..{cellaJ:, the rig-floor is lowered to 

\i( / 

ground level (see figure 9). " ./ -- . 

This solution has several advantages: 

• No hoisting of tubular to rig-floor 

• No sub-structure needed 

• Less chance of damaging 
materials (no hoisting) 

• Crew can evacuate very quickly 
in case of an emergency 

• Increased safety because 
materials or persons cannot 

tumble down 

• Cellar can be created before the 

actual drilling starts, so no 

increase in operation time 

However, a big disadvantage of this 

solution is the high cost involved in 
creating the cellar (lOxlOxlOm) with Figure 9. 

foundation. Another disadvantage is 

/ 

BOP-cellar reducing the pick up 
distance. 

the difficult installation and maintenance of the BOP-stack. The biggest 

problem occurs when a second smaller BOP has to be installed halfway the 

operation, because of expected high pressure formations. To make this 

installation possible a second cellar is needed beside the cellar below rig-floor. 

This will be too unpractical and too expensive. 

20 
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Therefore the solution mentioned cannot be economically justified despite the 

advantages. This means that we have to accept the problem and find other 

solutions. 

4.2 A system approach 

To analyze the problem, the pipe handling will be examined as a whole system 

of operations. 

4.2.1 General model 

If we look at pipe handling more in detail, we see that the main pipe handling 

operations are pick up I lay down and tripping in I tripping out. These pipe 

handling operations are represented in a general model as shown in figure 10. 

This model shows that 

casing and tubing in theory 

is only handled once during 

pick up. Drill pipe and 

collars on the other hand 

are the most frequent 

handled tubular. But are 

also picked up only once 

and laid down at the end of 

the drilling operation 

(onshore). 

The most repetitive 

operation is round tripping, 

which is executed several 

times during a drilling 

operation. According to the 

LAY DOWN 

CASING 
TUBING 

CASING 
TUBING 
.' 

DRILL PIPE 
COLLARS 

PIPE 
HANDLING 

theory of lay-out and Figure 10. General pipe handling model. 

logistics the most frequent transport movements should be as short as possible. 

This means, in this case, that the place of usage (well-centre) and the storage 

used for tripping should be as close together as possible. Therefore the most 

optimum situation with respect to handling time and distance, is when the 
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storage used for tripping is on the rig-floor. Another major advantage of a 

storage on rig-floor is that the drill pipe can be stored i:r(~tands. This reduces 

the number of connections during tripping by 2/3 or 1/2, depending on the kind i') 
of drill-pipe that is used (resp. range II or range III). For these reasons, the / : 

option that drill pipe should be laid down in storage on ground level during 

tripping, is left out of consideration. 

Another thing that can be concluded 

from the model in figure 10, is that 

pipe handling systems have to be 

reversible in operation in order to 

execute both pick up and lay down or 

tripping in and out. 

Because of the fact that casing and 

tubing is only handled once and 

collars are only used In small 

numbers, drill pipe is the most 

frequent handled tubular. T~xe 

the handling oLdrill pipe will 'be the 
,-".-~.-~~ ~-----"~. -"" . 

main point for attention. 

4.2.2 Creating modules 

To examine the pipe handling more 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

PICKUP 

GET FROM STORAGE 
ON GROUND LEVEL 

TRANSPORT TO 
V-DOOR 

CONNECT TO 
STRING 

LOWER STRING 

TRIPPING IN 

GET FROM STORAGE 
ON RIG FLOOR 

TRANSPORT TO 
WELL CENTRE 

posmON 

CONNECT TO 
STRING 

lOWER STRING 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

LAY DOWN 

I HOIST STRING I 

I DISCONNECT I FROM STRING 

I V-DOOR I 
I POsmON I 

I TRANSPORT TO STORAGE I 
ON GROUND LEVEL 

I 

I 
POsmON 

PUT IN STORAGE 
ON GROUND LEVEL 

TRIPPING OUT 

HOIST STRING 

PUT IN STORAGE 
ON RJQ.FlOOR 

I 

I 

in detail, the black boxes in the Figure 11. Pipe handling operations. 

general model will be further defined 

(see figure 11). A closer look at these operations shows that there are some 

overlaps. There are similar operations that have to be executed during pick up 

and tripping in, and during lay down and tripping out. 

It is concluded that it is more optimal to design modules for the overlapping 

operations, then to design separate modules for the main pipe handling 

operations pick up / lay down and tripping in / tripping out. The latter 

approach results in modules that execute exactly the same job on the rig-floor. 

Since these handling operations are never executed at the same moment, this 

would mean a less efficient way of using your equipment. 
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Therefore the first approach is chosen 
for designing modules. The way how 

similar operations are combined to 

modules is shown in figure 12. The 

overlaps determine the combination 

of operations in the horizontal 

direction. 

The nature of the operations has 

determined which operations are 
combined to one module in the 

vertical direction: 

Module A and B cannot be combined 

to one module because in that case 

the get from storage on rzg floor 

operation cannot be executed. 

Module Band C could have been 

combined to one module, but this 

would result In a less optimal 

solution. The reason for this is that 

in that case module B has to wait at 

well centre while module C is making 

PICKUP 
~.~ ... , ••••• _w _____ •• •• _._ ••• ___ ._ •••• ___ ._._ •• _ •• _______ .. , 

: MOOIJLE A GET FROM STORAGE 
ON GROUND U!\IEL 

TRIPPING IN TRANSPORT TO 
V-DOOR :'" ...... _- .... _ .......... -....... -.---------

: 
, POSITION i ;.. __ ~ __ ~ _______ ~ __ .. ___ ~ .. ______________ "" __ "" ___ "._ .,J 

: MODULE B TRANSPORT TO 
WELL-ceHTRE 

POSIT1ON POSITIClN , ......................................................... 'F:=~~~ 
: MODULE C CONNECT TO CONNECTTO 

,MOOUl.EC 

,MODULES 

:MOOUl.EA 

:MODULEE 

STRING STAlNG 

LOWER STRING 

LAY DOWN 

LOWeR IITAING 

TRIPPING OUT 

HOIST STRING 

POSI11ON 

PUT IN S'I"OfWlII! 
ON FlG-FLDOFI 

. Figure 12. Combining handling operations to 
the connectIon. Module B can already modules. 

get an other tubular from storage and transport it to well centre, when these 

modules are separated. This means lower accelerations for module B and also a 

reduction in operation time. 

Module C and D cannot be combined to one module. The hoisting and lowering 

power is applied to the top of the tubular. On the contrary, making and 

breaking the connection takes place at the bottom of the tubular. 

Since the modules are designed to be reversible in operation, the same modules 

are used for the reverse operations. The above arrangement of modules shown 

in figure 12, will be used for the generation of concepts in chapter 5. 
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5. Generating concepts 

5.1 Constraints concerning the concepts 

The first step to the generation of concepts, is to state the constraints that have 

to be met by the solutions. The following constraints have to be taken into 

account: 

• The pipe handling system must be reversible in operation. 

• Access to the drill string/ well centre should be possible at all times (e.g. in 

case of stuck pipe during tripping, breaking out a worn bit, when tripping 

out wet strings (in case of blocked nozzles) it must be possible to catch the 
mud). 

• I t must be possible to set the pipe handling system in stand-by position to 

clear the working area for operations that cannot be executed by the 
handling system. 

• To increase safety the system must function without direct human physical 

control. 

• The system should be able to cope with a hoisting/lowering speed during 

tripping of maximal 2 m/s. Higher speeds are not allowed because of the 

risk for surging and swabbing. 

As now the requirements are clear, the search for solutions can start. 

5.2 Selecting modules for further examination 

The arrangement of modules created in chapter 4 will be used as basis to 

create ideas. Because the designing of all modules would be a bit too ambitious, 

a selection has to be made. The following modules will be left out of further 

examination because of the following reasons: 

• Module B has to function as a sort of manipulator on the rig-floor. Several 

such systems can be achieved on the market and adapted to the needs of 

the user (e.g. robotic arm, racking arm). 

• Module C is a tool that makes the connections between tubular. There are 

several spinning tools that execute this task (e.g. iron roughneck). 
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• Module D has to hoist the string from the borehole. Years of experience 

have learned that the drawworks, the drilling line and block, are fit best for 
this purpose. Other mechanical ways of hoisting will require a very huge 

transmission. Hydraulic ways of hoisting will demand very high volume 

flows and a special hydraulic circuit. Another advantage of the drawworks 

is the absorbtion of shock-loads resulting from the heavy weights, by the 

drilling line. 

Modules A, E and F will be subject of further examination. 

5.8 Creating concepts 

In this case every module is a stand-alone piece of equipment that doesn't have 

to be assembled with another module. Therefore, in the first instance, the 

modules are examined one after another. For each module performing prin-

ciples of the main function are summarized. After that, possible solutions per 

principle are determined (see Appendix 5). 

In addition, ideas for module A have been found by stating the following 
question: 

How to transport a horizontal orientated tubular from storage on ground 

level to the V-door and give it a vertical orientation at the same time. 

The drill pipe can also be transported in a horizontal way and given a vertical 

orientation once it has arrived at the rig-floor. This would mean however, that 

the drill pipe has to be rotated within the limited area on the rig-floor. The 

work envelope of this operation would require to much free space and would 

result in a less optimal solution. Therefore, the drill pipe is given a vertical 
orientation before it arrives at the rig-floor. 

By using the above described methods, several concepts were found. The most 
practical solutions for each module are represented in Appendix 6. In some of 

these figures of concepts for module A, the storage on ground level is also 

represented as an example to show the operation of module A. 
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6. Making a selection 

6.1 The principle of moving storage 

It can be remarked that all the concepts summarized for module F, are based 

on the principle of a moving storage (see Appendix 6). The major benefit of a 

moving storage is the realization of a fixed pick out / set back position. This 

tremendously reduces the required number of different moves needed to pick 

out or set back an object (see figure 13). 

This results in the following benefits: 

• Because of the reduction in 

moves the racking arm can be 

less complicated. Therefore this 

way of storage is more suited for 

mechanization. 

• 

• 

Because of the reduction In 

moves the racking arm will be 

easier to control. This will be 

especially of interest in the case 

of automation. 

Because of the fixed moving 

FIXED STORAGE STORAGE 

pattern of the racking arm the Figure 13. The principle of moving storage. 

• 

work envelope is clearly defined. Therefore the operation is easier to screen 

which means an increase in safety. 

Because of the fixed moving pattern the number of collision checks can be 

reduced. 

The main disadvantage of the above principle is the need to move all the 

objects in storage. The power needed for that is expected to be very high 

because of the heavy weights. However, the required power turns out to be very 

low because of the long cycle time involved with the operation (see Appendix 9). 

Because of the above stated advantages, a fixed storage such as the 

conventional fingerboard, will not be taken into consideration. 
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6.2 Selection criteria 

To make a selection from the concepts found, selection criteria have been 

formulated. To make a first selection, concepts that really cannot comply with 

the stated criteria are left out of further examination. The remaining concepts 
get a score for each criterion stated for the specific module. The score per 

criterion is multiplied by a weighing factor and summarized (see Appendix 6). 

The total score determines which solution is best fitted for the purpose. The 

criteria with their weighing factors are summarized below: 

Module A : Transport from ground level to V-door 

• Simplicity [2] 
• Reliability [5] 
• Safety [7] 
• Maintenance [1] 

• Volume/ work envelope [3] 
• Efficiency [4] 

• Movableness [6] 

Module E : Storage on ground level 

• Efficiency [4] 

• Volume [2] 
• Protection [1] 

• Easiness of handling [3] 

Module F : Storage on rig-floor 

• Simplicity [2] 
• Reliability [3] 
• Safety [5] 
• Maintenance [1] 

• Volume [4] 

few moving parts 

robust, low expected down time 

chance of losing pipe on its way 

expected maintenance 

area needed to execute the operation 

potential to handle several drill pipe at 

once or to provide a continuous flow 

easiness of putting system in standby 

position 

potential to handle several drill pipe at 

once 

area needed on ground level 

protection of the pipe in storage 

easiness to separate pIpe 

module 

few moving parts 

robust, low expected down time 

chance of losing pipe 

expected maintenance 

area needed on rig floor 
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6.8 The selected concepts 

The following solutions for the modules A, E and F have been selected accord

ing to the above described selection method (see figure 14, 15 and 16): 

Figure 14. 
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Module A: Transport from storage on ground level to V-door. 
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Figure 15. Module E: Storage on 
ground level. 

The solution for each module will 
be examined more in detail in the 

following chapters. 

In these chapters Module A will 

be called Cassette Transportation 

Unit, Module E Cassette and 

Module F Carrousel. 
Figure 16. Module F: Storage on rig-floor. 
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7. Module A: Cassette Transportation Unit 

7.1 Lifting whole cassette 

Because the cassette has been chosen for the storage on ground level, the 

question arises if drill pipe have to be separated from the cassette before or 

after the transportation to the rig-floor. In the last case this means lifting of 

the whole cassette to rig-floor. This has the following disadvantages: 

• Stronger, heavier pick up arm and more powerful drive needed. 

• Empty cassettes have to be transported back to ground level. 

• The racking arm on rig floor has to pick out tubular from different positions 

out of the cassette, which means extra movements of the arm. 

On the other hand, transportation of the cassette to the rig-floor also has some 

major advantages: 

• Drill pipe is also protected from damage during their trip to the rig-floor. 

• Less frequent movement of the pick-up arm, which means less wear of the 

system and also a safety improvement. 

• The pick-up arm doesn't have to separate the drill pipe from the cassette 

and therefore can be less complicated. In other words all intelligence can be 

concentrated in the racking arm on the rig-floor. 

• The time available to position a new full cassette on ground level is equal 

to the total time needed to run all the drill pipe from the cassette on the 

rig-floor. 

This last mentioned advantage will be explained below by giving the opposite 

situation: 

When drill pipe is separated from the cassette on ground level before transport

ation to the rig-floor, a new full cassette has to be positioned once the last pipe 

has been picked out. This means that the positioning of the new cassette has to 

be executed within the time needed to run one drill pipe. In practise this seems 

to be a problem. 

The RA-D concept of Strachan & Henshaw [3] can be given as an example. This 

concept uses strongbacks (cassettes) on ground level and a pick-up arm that 
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transports tubular to rig-floor one by one. To move the strongbacks in the right 

position they use a strongback carrier. This carrier isn't able to position a new 

cassette within the time needed to run one single. This means that the pick-up 

arm has to wait for the new cassette, which would result in an increase in 

operation time. Therefore they have stacks of strongbacks and a carrier on both 

sides of the rig. When a strongback on one side is empty the arm rotates 180 

to the other side of the rig where a new cassette is already positioned. Although 

this solves the problem, it is a rather expensive solution (two carriers needed), 

which also requires a lot of space. 

The described problem is mainly a problem when using a singles rig, such as 

the RA-D concept. In this case, drill pipe is not stored in the derrick during 

tripping, but laid down on ground level. This means that the problem occurs 

every time when making a round trip. 

When drill pipe is stored in stands on the rig-floor the problem only occurs 

when changing to a smaller diameter drill pipe and when laying down singles 

at the end of the operation. 

During pick-up the problem never exists, since the time needed to drill down 

one single is enough to position a new cassette on ground level. 

Because of the advantages mentioned, it is decided to transport the whole 

cassette to the rig-floor. Although the benefit is smaller when storing drill pipe 

in the derrick (in this case the carrousel), it is still decided to do so. The 

Cassette Transportation Unit is thought to be a stand-alone piece of equipment, 

that can also operate properly without the carrousel. 

7.2 Creating a fixed pick-out position 

One disadvantage of moving the whole cassette to the rig-floor is the increase of 

the number of different moves of the racking arm. This number will be equal to 
. the number of drill pipe per cassette. It is therefore suggested that the cassette 

is moved to create a fixed pick-out position for the racking arm. A fixed pick

out position has several benefits mentioned in paragraph 6.1. A possible 

solution is shown in figure 17. 
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However, this solution has some 

major disadvantages: 

• The system is blocking the area 

around the V-door. 

• The Cassette Transportation Unit 

has to guide the full and empty 

cassettes in/out of the system. 

• The system is rather complicated . 

• It is not easy to separate one Figure 17. System to create a fixed pick-out 

cassette from the others. The pins position. 

and holes in the cassette needed for fixation during transportation make 

that they hook together. 

A far more easy solution to create a fixed pick-out position is shown in figure 

18. In this case the Cassette Transportation Unit is moving along the side of 

the rig. 

r EMPTY' CASSETTES 

'----- PICK UP ARM 

_______ ~j-------R~ 

Figure 18. Overview of the Cassette Transportation Unit with a fixed pick-out position. 

This solution has several major advantages: 

• The Cassette Transportation doesn't have to release the cassette until it is 

empty and back on ground level. 

• There's no need for a difficult cassette exchange system. 
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• The Cassette Transportation Unit isn't blocking the area around the V-door 
because it can be put in stand-by position easily by sliding it alongside the 

rig-floor. 

• By sliding the cassette the Cassette Transportation Unit is already moving 

in the direction of the stack with empty cassettes while drill pipe is picked 

out. 

Another advantage which results from creating a fixed pick-out position outside 

the derrick, is that the opening needed in the derrick can be the size of only 
one tubular instead of one cassette. Because of the mentioned advantages, the 

above solution for the Cassette Transportation Unit is suggested to be an 

efficient way of transporting cassettes and drill pipe from ground level to rig

floor. 

7.3 Suggestion for a gripping device 

From the point of view of safety the way of gripping the cassette should be 

shape-closed. A force-closed gripping device that uses friction, pressure, or a 

magnetic force would be to dangerous. A power failure would immediately 

result in dropping the cassette. Therefore a suggestion is given for a shape
closed gripping device (see figure 19). 

2 

.... _ ..... ·0···_····· .' . · . . · . . · . . · . . .. . .. . 
.~. ~~. .,~.-- .. ~. 

Figure 19. Suggestion for a gripping device. 

The working method can be explained as follows: 

Once the arm moves down alongside the cassette the clamp is pushed and 

closes. A pin, that is actuated by a spring, immediately moves behind the clamp 

to lock it in place. The cassette can be picked up now. 
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When the arm has to release the cassette once it is back on ground level, a 

pneumatic cylinder is activated, to move the pin in the opposite direction 

against the spring force. If the arm is lifted now, the clamp is automatically 

unlatched by the spring and the cassette is released. 

This way of gripping has several benefits: 

• The cassette is picked up in top instead of a device sliding under it on 

bottom. Therefore no free space is needed below the cassette. This provides 

a more compact way of stacking. 

• The gripping device consists of few (moving) parts. 

• There is only one signal needed to control the gripping device. 

• The clamp fixates the cassette in both directions. 

• The clamp is actuated by the vertical movement of the arm. Therefore no 

extra drive mechanism is needed for the clamp. 

• The clamp automatically moves into the opening. When, for example a pin 

is pushed from aside into a hole, the arm needs to be positioned very 

accurately. ~\.' .;\. t, 
<,\(." .. , .. ) 

It is suggested that the gripping device should be build as a separate module, 

which means that it can be easily replaced and repaired in case of a defect. The 

total module should be assembled with the arm in such a way that it can move 

upwards in the case of a high force. This can be done by using a strong leaf 

spring in top. This provision is needed to protect the clamp from excessive 

loading when the arm is moving down a bit to far. 

To make the gripping device function properly, there are certain requirements 

to the main dimensions of the clamp. This is worked out in Appendix 7. 

7.4 Final remarks about the Cassette Transportation Unit 

The operation that demands the most from the Cassette Transportation Unit is 

the running of singles. In that case the system has to lay down an empty 

cassette and pick up a new one in 28 sec. This cycle time has been determined 

based on the fact that the slowest operations (operations at well centre) define 

the critical path. Furthermore, where possible, operations are executed con

currently. In this case the mechanical power needed to pick up a full cassette is 

equal to about 240 kW. Details about calculations can be found in Appendix 7. 
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8. Module E: Cassette 

8.1 Main dimensions 

It is decided to design a cassette for range III drill pipe, because range III 

considerably reduces the required number of connections compared to range II. 

The reduction in the number of connections can be calculated as follows: 

[ III 1 R = 1- _ *100% 
lIll 

The lengths III and 1m are standardized by the American Petroleum Institute 

(API) [7]. Substitution of the average lengths for range II (8.69 m) and III 

(12.65 m) in the above equation, gives R = 31 % ! 

The dimensions of the cassette are determined according to ISO-standard 3394 

[33]. This standard states that the main dimensions of a rectangular transport 

unit should be a multiple of 600 mm x 400 mm. To store the maximum length 

of range III, the main dimensions of the cassette are 13800 x 1200 mm. This 

means that two stacks of cassettes can be placed side by side on one truck. 

8.2 Fixation of the pipe 
inside the cassette 

Because the cassette is 

transported to the rig-floor 

and rotated in vertical pos

ition, the cassette needs to 

fixate the pipe radially. In 

other words, it is not 

enough to rely on the own 

weight of the drill pipe. 

Several solutions for 

locking the drill pipe inside 

the cassette are shown in 

figure 20. 

FIXATION ON ONE SIDE FIXATION AROUND FIXATION INSIDE 

II III 

CJ 

~ ~~ z 
~ 

'Y~:!r' II) 

0 L . ..l w 
II) 

§ 
w IV V VI ~ ~ ~ II: 

~ ~ ~ I1:f ~ ~ 

~ 
."::!::~" 

l 1 
' ..... : 

Figure 20. Concepts to fixate the drill pipe inside the cassette. 
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It is clear that concept VIII is the best solution for fixating the drill pipe inside 

the cassette. The main advantage is that the drill pipe is locked individually in 

a simple way. This concept makes use of the fact that the tooljoint is larger in 

diameter than the actual drill pipe. The drill pipe can be picked out very easily 

by lifting it first. 

A drawing of the cassette to scale is shown in fig 21. Further details about the 

dimensions of the cassette can be found in Appendix 8. 

PRINCIPLE 

DRIL1.PIPE 

CASSETTE 

Figure 21. The cassette 

FIXATION IN TOP 

FIXATION ON BOTTOM 

It is suggested that, if possible, the slots are made as a whole from strong 

synthetic material. This material is easier to mould into difficult shapes (e.g. 

injection moulding) and has also better sliding and shock absorption properties. 

In addition, it is also reducing the weight of the cassette. 
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8.3 Final remarks about the cassette 

One big advantage of the cassette is that it protects the tubular from damage 

during transportation. Damage of tubular can cause the operators added 

expenses [8], including: 

• Re-threading 

• Scrapping the damaged joints 

• Storage of damaged materials 

• Reinspection 

• Trucking costs associated with re-threading and inspection 

To prevent tubular from sustaining harmful damage, care must be taken in 

handling the material at all locations, from point of manufacture through use 

at the wellsite. It is therefore suggested that the cassette is also used by the 

manufacturer to store the tubular after production. The cassette provides in 

this case a unit load that is easy to handle and rehandle in storehouse and 

during transportation. 
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9. Module F: Carrousel 

9.1 Main dimensions 

The carrousel is designed to store 140 stands of range II or range III drill pipe. 

This number of stands is enough to drill a well of approximately 3900 m, which 

is far more than the average well depth. The height of the carrousel is such 

that it can store a stand of 27 m. By determining the optimum number of 

stands per slot, the diameter of the carrousel is minimized to 3.86 m. (see 
Appendix 9). 

The optimum number of stands per slot turns out to be 5. This means that by 

rotating the carrousel the number of required different movements is reduced 

to 7. A conventional fixed storage would require 140 different pathways. So by 

creating a moving storage, the num· 

ber of different moves in this case is 

reduced with a factor 20. 

9.2 Fixation of the stands inside 
the carrousel 

Each stand inside the carrousel 

needs to be fixated individually. 

Using a fixation that works for a 

whole slot would result in failure. 

When one stand has to be picked out, 

the fixation for that specific slot 

needs to be taken away. This could 

cause dropping out of all present 
stands in that slot. 

The use of separate locking devices 

for each stand would be a too comp

licated and expensive solution. 

DRUMS 

RACI<lNG DISK 

Figure 22. Concept to lock the stands inside 
Therefore the next solution is the carrouseL 
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thought to be the most efficient way of locking the stands inside the carrousel. 

The fact that the carrousel is rotating and the stands are picked out at a fixed 

position, is used to create the following concept (see figure 22). 

In this case the stands are rotating between drums. The stands are picked out 

at a fixed position through an opening in the drums. Here the same locking 

principle used for the cassettes, is also applied (see paragraph 8.2). The larger 

diameter of the tooljoint prevents the stands from moving through the opening 

by itself. To pick out one stand, it first has to be lifted until the tool joint is 
above the drums. After that, the stand can be moved through the opening and 

transported to well-centre. 

9.3 Supporting the bottom disk 

The bottom disk is the most 

heavily loaded part of the 
carrousel. This disk has to 
withstand the load of 140 

stands, which is equal to 

almost 112 ton. 

Three different ways of 

supporting the bottom disk 

are shown in figure 23. It is 

remarked that the axial 

bearing has to be on the rig-

floor. When the axial bearing II 
is placed in top of the 

derrick, this last one IS 

loaded by a high eccentric 

axial force. The derrick isn't 

designed to withstand this 

high eccentric loadings. 

~~r--- BEARING 

-t----SHAFT 

BOTTOM PlATE 

Option I fixates the bottom 

disk between two flanges and 
Figure 23. Three different ways of supporting the 

the disk is hanging free at bottom disk. 
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the end. 
Option II supports the disk in the middle with a large axial bearing, which is 

also supporting the rest of the construction. 

Option III is supporting the bottom disk by tie rods connected to the shaft. 

Three separate models have been made to calculate the stresses and the 

bending of the disk for each of the above situations (see Appendix 9). To 

compare the three ways of supporting, calculations where executed for a plate 

thickness of 50 mm and a flange radius of 0.60 m. The displacement and the 
radial stress as a function of the position on the disk, are shown in figure 24 

and 25. 

From figure 24 can be 

seen that option I 

isn't glvmg enough 

support to the bottom 

disk. While in figure 

25, it can be seen that 

the stresses are far 

above the allowed 

yield stress 

(100 N/mm2
). 

Option II and III don't 
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Figure 24. 
differ much in the 

The displacement of the bottom disk for the three 
different options (R.upportII=1.40 m, R.upportIII=1.50 m). 

way they support the 
bottom disk. The SIr ... Srr [N/mm"2] 

displacement at the 

end is almost equaL 

In both cases the 

radial stress stays 

below the allowed 
yield stress. Option 
III IS even a little 
better with respect to 
stress. 
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Figure 25. The radial stress in the bottom disk for the three 
different options (R.upportII= 1.40 m, R.upportIII=1.50 m). 
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It can be concluded that there isn't much difference between option II and III 

according to both stress and displacement. Since option II is a far more 
~, 

expensive solution because of the large axial bearing, option III is chosen to 

support the bottom disk. Further details about the bending models can be 

found in Appendix 9.~'~L&.<!ul,~ 

9.4 Final remarks about the carrousel 

The operation that demands the most of the carrousel is tripping in. In that 

case the carrousel has to rotate one slot in 32 s. Also here the cycle time has 

been determined based on the fact that the slowest operations, in this case the 

operations at well centre, define the critical path. Where possible, operations 

are executed concurrently. The total power needed for rotating the carrousel 

including friction, is equal to only 420 W. This is mainly due to the very low 

acceleration induced by the long cycle time. This means that the carrousel can 

operate quicker if needed and thus is not used to its full capacity. The carrousel 

and the racking arm on the rig-floor are actual waiting for the operations at 

well centre (see also Appendix 9). 

The size of the shaft is calculated for three different wind loading situations, 

however the carrousel is worked out in detail for the Dutch environment. The 

total weight of the carrousel in this case is equal to circa 25 ton (incl. bottom 

disk, racking disks etc.). All technical calculations can be found in Appendix 9. 

Detailed design of the carrousel is represented in the technical drawings 

accompanying this report. 
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10. Overview of the total system 

To give an overview of the total system a suggestion for a lay-out is given in 

the figure below. From this figure can be seen, that both the racking arm and 

the Cassette Transportation Unit can be put in standby position, to clear the 

area around the V-door. Although in this case all the modules are combined to 

one system, it is remarked that the Cassette Transportation Unit and the 

carrousel can be used as stand-alone equipment. 

I~I 

Figure 26. Overview of the total system. 

MODULEA 
CASSETTETRl\NSPORTAlION 

The reduction in total operation time, that can be reached by the system in the 

ideal situation, is estimated for the main pipe handling operations (see table 

below). The calculation can be found in Appendix 10. 

Operation educt. % 

Round tripping 3.7 % 

Adding singles during drilling (pick-up) 1.1 % 

Changing to smaller drill pipe (pick up & lay down) 2.2 % 

Lay down singles at the end of the 1.1 % 
I~==================================~~~ 

Total 

I t is noted that beside reducing total operation time, the system also improves 

safety, because the human involvement has changed from active force genera

tion to a control function. 
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11. Conclusions and recommendations 

11.1 Conclusions 

The project brings us to the following conclusions: 

• Mechanization of the pipe handling is technical and economical feasible for 

both operator and contractor, if the proper conditions are being created, 

such as incentive contracting. 

• The top drive system is thought to be a cost-effective way of drilling, that 

has better potential to cooperate with pipe handling systems as well. 

• The use of all the modules as one mechanized system, is an effective way to 

increase safety, because the human involvement changes from active force 

generation to a control function. In the ideal situation the total system can 

also provide a significant reduction in total operation time. 

• A moving storage can be an worthwhile provision to reduce the required 

number of different movements. So the mechanized system involved can be 

less complicated and easier to control. 

• In the current situation, the carrousel and the racking arm are not used to 

their full capacity, even during tripping, because they are waiting for the 

operations at well centre. To really justify mechanization on a larger scale, 

future effort must be put in making the operations at well centre quicker. 

• Since the operations at well centre determine the critical path, any time 

reduction in one of these operations is a direct contribution to a reduction of 

total operation time needed to drill the well. 

• National regulations and marginal fields will make mechanization 
inevitable in the future. 
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11.2 Overall suggestions and recommendations 

The following suggestions and recommendations for improving efficiency are 

worth mentioning: 

• Every single drill pipe is presented to the racking arm in vertical position. 

The pin is in this case on bottom and therefore has an almost fixed posi

tion, even if the drill pipe differs in length. Because of the fact that the 

racking arm moves according to fixed patterns, a thread doping device can 
be put in the pathway of the pin (e.g. brushes between two plates). So the 

doping of the threads can be done concurrently during transport to well 

centre. 

• The bending moment, because of eccentric loading of the carrousel, can be 

reduced by rotating the carrousel 3 slots per cycle. In that case the bending 

moment is reduced by a factor 3. However, the total power needed to rotate 

the carrousel increases from 420 W to 1285 W. 

• Try to avoid the use or design of a system that combines a racking arm and 
a torque wrench to one module (such as the Varco PHM-3I pipe handling 

machine [9]). In this case the racking arm has to wait at well centre until 

the connection has been made. 

• Accumulate the energy which develops during lowering operations for use 

during hoisting operations. 

• Concentrate on the design and development of a faster drill pipe con

nection. Making the connection consumes at least 30 % of the total time 

needed to add one tubular to the string. 

• Try to design slips that fixate the string both axial, radial and tangential. 

In that case no back-up tongs are needed to make the connection. 

• Improve the record keeping of performance data, especially of handling 

operations. Reliable performance data are important for mechanization. You 

first need to know what to mechanize before you mechanize. 
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Appendix 1 

31108/92 

Tijdens het boren naar alia of gas moet regelmatig de drill string uit het boorgat gehaald 
worden omdat er bepaalde operaties uitgevoerd moeten worden (verwisselen van een 
versleten boorkop, nemen van een grond-monster etc.). Deze drill string is opgebouwd uit 
stukken boorpijp van ± 9 meter en kan enkele kilometers lang zijn. Gedurende dit omboog 
hijsen van de drill string het zgn. tripping out, worden de boorpijpen losgekoppeld en 
weggezet in een magazijn. Dit magazijn kan zich zowel op de rig floor als op de grond 
bevinden. Zodra de betreffende operatie is uitgevoerd worden de pijpen uit het magazijn 
gehaald en een voor een teruggeplaatst in het reeds geboorde gat, het zgn. tripping in. 

Gezien het feit dat tripping in lout tijdens het boren regeimatig moet plaatsvinden, wordt 
een groot deel van de totale boortijd aan pipe handling besteedt. Verder worden deze 
handelingen in veel gevallen deels met de hand uitgevoerd. Het is duidelijk dat hierdoor de 
efficiency en de veiJigheid van boor-operaties in negatieve zin wordt bei'nvloed. 

Opdracht 

Onderzoek de mogelijkheden voor het mechaniseren van de pipe handling tijdens boor
operaties. Maak naar aanleiding hiervan een ontwerp voor een hanteer-systeem en geef 
algemene aanbevelingen om de efficiency en de veiligheid te verhogen. 

Verslag, etc. 

Bij de secretaresse is verkrijghaar: 
Het memorandum Afstuderen in de Produktietechnowgie en Aittomatisering. 
Richtlijnen afstuderen bij onderwijsgroep Specijieke Produktiemiddelen. 
Wat moet woor en hoe in het verslag door drs. P. Westendorp. 

Voor akkoord: 

G.J.B.KlO~~ 
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Appendix 2 

2. Short introduction to drilling 

Drilling for oil or gas is executed by rotating a drilling bit into the underlying 

formation. This bit is connected to the drill string which is made up of separate 

drill pipe of approximately 9 m each. At the beginning of the drilling operation 

all drill pipe is stored on ground level. 

When drilling starts, singles are hoisted one by one, via the pipe ramp, through 

the V-door, and are put into the mousehole on rig-floor. This hoisting of a single 

is usually executed by an air-winch. Once a single has arrived on rig-floor, it is 
being hoisted from the mousehole and made up to the drill string at well 

centre. The drill string has two main functions: 

• Conducting mechanical power, which is developed at surface, down to the 

bit. 

• Transporting the drilling mud down the borehole. 

This drilling mud, which consists of water and several additives, is pumped 

down the drill string and has four main functions: 

• Cooling the drilling bit. 

• Removing the cuttings while flowing back up into the annulus. 

• Providing a hydrostatic pressure to prevent formation fluids or gasses from 

flowing into the annulus (blowout). 

• Providing a hydrostatic pressure to prevent collapse of the wellbore. 

As drilling advances, the drill string is getting longer and heavier. The total 

weight of the string can become several hundreds of tons depending on the 

total well depth. Therefore, powerful hoisting equipment is needed for lowering 

and hoisting the string in and out of the borehole. 

The derrick or mast, provides a means for hoisting the string above ground 

level, while the drawworks supply mechanical power via the drilling line. To 

hoist or lower the string, the uppermost drill pipe is hanging in the elevators. 
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These elevators are a kind of clamp, that grips around the upper too]joint. The 

elevators are connected by tie rods to the travelling block. The drilling line is 

reeved through this travelling block. 

The derrick is fixed on the rig-floor which is mounted on a substructure. Below 

the rig floor is the so called BOP-stack. This BOP-stack is installed at the top 

of the wellhead and is needed to close the borehole in case of a blow-out. 

Because of the BOP-stack the rig floor is about 10 meters above ground level. 

This makes that pipe has to be hoisted and lowered over several meters during 

pick up and lay down. 

There are two different systems to drive the drill string. The most conventional 

system is the rotary table, which is a rotating disk in the rig floor. This system 

uses a kelly, a hexagonal shaped tubular, that is connected to the drill string. 

During drilling the kelly is hoisted and lowered by the travelling block. The 

torque is applied to the kelly by the kelly bushing. This last device doesn't 

restrict the downward movement of the kelly and fits into the rotary table. The 

rotary table drives the kelly bushing and therefore the string. 

Every time a single has been drilled down, the kelly with kelly bushing is 
hoisted by the block until the first tool joint of the string is out of the borehole. 

The slips are set in the master bushing to hold the string and the kelly is 

disconnected. Mter that the kelly is moved to the mousehole where a new 

single is waiting. The tooljoint of the single is just above the rig-floor, so the 

kelly can be stabbed to the single and the connection can be made up. Once the 

connection is complete, the kelly and single are hoisted above the rig-floor. This 

total assembly is moved to well centre and stabbed to the string. Now the 

connection between single and string is made up. Once this has been done, the 

string is lowered back into the borehole until the kelly bushing meets the 

rotary table. Now drilling can advance until the total kelly has been drilled 

down, and the whole operation starts all over again. 

It is noted that during tripping the kelly is disconnected from the block and put 

into the rathole. In that case the elevators are used to grip and hoist the string. 

The second system that can be used to drive the string is the top drive. In this 
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case the drive system is in the top of the derrick instead of on the rig-floor. The 

top drive is connected to the travelling block and is mounted on guide rails. 

This last provision is needed to transmit the torque to the derrick. The top 

drive applies the torque directly to the drill string. 

As soon as a single has been drilled down, rotation stops. The string is hoisted 

until the bit is off bottom and the slips are set in the master bushing. Once the 

string is hanging in the slips the connection between top drive and string is 

broken. The elevators, which are hanging on tie rods just below the top drive, 
are moved and latched to the single in mousehole. The single is first hoisted 

from the mousehole before any connection is made up. Once the single is above 

the rig-floor, it is stabbed to the string at well centre. First the connection 

between string and single is made up on rig-floor. Next the block with top drive 
and elevators are lowered until the top drive connection meets the upper 

tooljoint of the single. Now the connection is made up by activating the top 

drive. Once the connection is complete, drilling can continue until the single 

has been drilled down. 

It is remarked that, instead' of drilling singles, the top drive is able to drill 

down a whole stand of drill pipe at once. The rotary table on the contrary is 

only able to drill in singles because of the length of the kelly, which requires 
free space in top of the derrick. 

To make the mentioned connections between tubular and string, two special 

tongs are used. One is used to apply the back-up torque and the other one is 

needed to apply the make-up torque. Instead of this conventional way of 

making connections, sometimes an automatic torque wrench is used. This tool 

grips around the lower tool joint and applies torque to the upper one to tighten 
the thread connection. 

The drilling process as described above, whether done by kelly or top drive, is 
frequently interrupted because of the mentioned tripping. In that case the drill 

string has to be lifted out of the borehole. The reasons for this are several, such 

as changing a worn bit, taking a ground sample or any other special task that 

has to be performed. 
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During tripping out the drill pipe 

is usually disconnected from the 

drill string in stands and put in 

storage on the rig-floor. The top of 

the stands is supported by a rack 

mounted in the derrick, called the 

fingerboard. Once the whole string 

has been lifted from the wellbore, 

the desired operation can be 

executed. 

As soon as the special operation is 

finished, tripping in of the string 

can start. The stands are picked 

out from the fingerboard by 

latching the elevator around the 

uppermost tooljoint. One stand a 

TRIPPING OUT 

TRIPPING IN 

Figure 27. The main pipe handling operations. 

time is hoisted and moved to well centre, where it is connected to the string. 

Once all the stands are lowered into the borehole, drilling can continue until a 

new single has to be picked up from ground level. The total operation of 

tripping in and out is also called round tripping. The above mentioned main 
pipe handling operations are shown in figure 27. 

When the borehole has reached a certain depth, the string is tripped out 

because casing has to be run into the wellbore. This special tubular is 

centralized in the wellbore and the space between wall and casing is f:t1.led with 

cement. The casing prevents the wellbore from collapsing and also keeps 

formation fluids out of the wellbore. After the cement has hardened the drilling 

can advance. After a while, when a certain footage has been drilled, a second 

casing string has to be run into the hole. This casing string must have a 

smaller diameter than the first casing string. This process of setting casing 

within certain intervals continues until total depth has been reached. This 

means that the wellbore is getting smaller in diameter the deeper you get. In 

most cases the diameter of the wellbore becomes so small that a smaller 

diameter drill pipe is needed to drill the last part of the well. 
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Once the total depth has been reached, the drill pipe is disconnected from the 

drill string in singles and laid down on ground level for further transportation. 

Now the last casing string is run into the hole and cemented. Finally, tubing is 

lowered into the cased hole. This small diameter pipe is used to transport the 

oil and/or gas to surface. To make this possible the tubing is set into the casing 

with a seal just above the reservoir. The casing is perforated around the 

productive area just below the seal and formation fluids start to flow in. The 

well has now been completed and is ready to produce oil or gas. 
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Pictures of a small conventional rig with rotary table, a top drive system and 

an automatic torque wrench (Iron Roughneck, Varco) are shown on the next 

three pages. 

Note: 

The relevant numbers shown on the picture of the conventional rig are 

described below: 

4 = mud hose 

12 = swivel 

13 = kelly 
14 = kelly bushing 

15 = rotary table, master bushing 

16 = crown block 

17 = fingerboard 

18 = derrick, mast 

19 = (travelling) block 

20 = hook 

21 = elevators 

22 = drawworks 

26 = drill line 

27 = substructure 

29 = donut preventor 

30 = rams 
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29+30 = BOP-stack 

36 = conductor 

37 = casing 

38 = drill pipe 

39 = drill collar 

40 = bit 
41 = casing cement 

42 = pipe rack 

43 = catwalk 

44 = pipe ramp 

45 = rathole 

46 = mousehole 

47 = tongs 

51 = cellar 

52 = wellhead 



The Rotary Rig 
and Its Components 







Appendix 3 

8. Economic model: Mechanization ... operator vs. contractor 

Assumptions 

To represent the worst case, the model assumes that: 

• Mechanization doesn't lead to labour savings or increased safety. 
• The contractor is not able to plan a new well during saved days. 
• The contractor makes the investment based on a 5 year bank contract 

with 12 % interest. 

The model is based on the fact that the contractor must be stimulated to 

mechanize and has to be pushed to reduce total operation time. Therefore: 

• The investment plus a certain rate of return for investment, is reflected in 

an additional rig-rate. This means that in the end the operator is paying for 

the mechanization project. 

• The additional rig-rate compensates the contractor for loss of conventional 

rig-rate. In other words he remains his old annual cash-flow. 

• Ai:, incentive, the contractor is paid a lump sum which is equal to the new 
rig-rate times the expected new duration. 

The model is made with a spread-sheet that has several special functions to 

calculate Net Present Values and annuities. This will be explained below: 

Annual payment to bank contractor = 

PMT (bank interest, duration bank contract, investment) 

This function calculates the annuity for the contractor. 

Discounted outflow contractor resulting from investment = 
PV (rate of return contractor, duration bank contract, annual payment to 

bank contractor) 

This function calculates the Net Present Value of future payments because of 

the investment, by discounting the extra annual expenses of the contractor 
with his own rate of return. 
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Discounted loss of conventional rig-rate = 
PV (rate of return contractor, duration of project, (365 :I< percentage of year 

drilled * time reduction * conventional rig rate :I< (100 % - percentage 

of rig rate reflecting variable costs))) 

This function calculates the Net Present Value of annual losses of conventional 

rig-rate by discounting it with the contractor's rate of return. It is remarked 

that the conventional rig-rate is reduced by the variable costs of the contractor. 

Because when the contractor is not actual drilling, he is only losing compen

sation for his fixed expenses. 

Additional rig-rate = 
PMT (rate of return contractor, duration of project, (demanded NPV 

contractor + discounted outflow contractor resulting from investment + 

discounted loss of conventional rig-rate)) / (365 * percentage of year 

drilled :I< (100 % - time reduction)) 

This function calculates the additional rig-rate on basis of future annual 

payments that have to be made by the operator to compensate for future 

demands, expenses and losses of the contractor. 

New annual inflow contractor = 
365 * percentage of year drilled :I< ((100 % - time reduction) * (conventional 

rig-rate + additional rig-rate) + time reduction * conventional rig-rate * 
percentage of rig-rate reflecting variable costs) 

Conventional annual inflow contractor = 
365 * percentage of year drilled * conventional rig-rate 

Extra annual cashflow contractor = 

New annual inflow - conventional annual inflow 

This last equation gives the extra annual cashflow of the contractor, which is 

needed to payoff the investment plus a certain rate of return for investment. 

Extra annual cashflow operator = 

365 * percentage of year drilled * (time reduction * spread rate - (100 % -

time reduction) * additional rig-rate) 

This last equation gives the savings for the operator resulting from time 

reductions through mechanization. 

On the next pages input values and results of these calculations are presented. 
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Calculated values 
Annual payment to bank contractor -554,819 $ 
Discounted out-flow contractor -2,215,233 $ 
Pay Back Period contractor 5.5 years 
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3,200 162,013 . 8,617,150 8,212,500 404,650 
3,509 256,456 8,617,150 8,212,500 404,650 
3,824 350,900 8,617,150 8,212,500 404,650 
4,146 445,344 8,617,150 8,212,500 404,650 

10.0% 4,476 539,788 8,617,150 8,212,500 404,650 

(j) 11.0% 4,813 634,231 8,617,150 8,212,500 404,650 
I--' 12.0% 5,157 728,675 8,617,150 8,212,500 404,650 

13.0% 5,509 823,119 8,617,150 8,212,500 404,650 
14.0% 5,870 917,563 8,617,150 8,212,500 404,650 
15.0% 1 012,006 617150 500 650 



Appendix 4 

4. Economical justification of the top drive 

Assumption 

• It is assumed that by quantifying the tangible advantages and dis
advantages of the top drive, a proper estimate can be given of the 
savings possible with this system. 

For the sake of completeness, the tangible advantages and disadvantages of the 

top drive are summarized once more below: 

AI. 

A2. 

A3. 

A4. 

A5. 

Advantages 

No kelly pick up and set 

back 

No kelly hoisting / lowering 

during drilling 

Drilling in stands possible, 

2/3 fewer connections 

Reduction in tripping time 

because of rotation and mud 

circulation during tripping 

No pick up / lay down of 

drill pIpe during hole 

conditioning / reaming 

A6. Block retraction possible 

(optional) 

DI. 

D2. 

D3. 

D4. 

D5. 

Disadvantages 

Higher investment or addi

tional rig-rate 

Higher maintenance costs 

More weight on block, i.o.w. 

extra energy needed and 

increased wear of drill line 

Extra rig up / down time 

(land operations) 

Higher and heavier derrick / 

mast 

To quantify the above summarized points, attention will be given to time and 

energy savings respectively costs. The energy meant here, is the energy needed 

for hoisting. Since this energy has to be transmitted by the drilling line, it 

determines the wear of this wire-rope. Therefore the extra needed slipping and 

cutting of the drilling line is also taken into account. 
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The actual total savings were calculated using a spreadsheet. The input values 

and the structure of the spreadsheet are presented on the next pages. The 

input values were obtained from literature [5], [27], [29], [30] and by 

interviewing experienced drilling engineers. 

The input values number of days and number of trips where used as a function 

of the input variable well depth. These functions are represented in the figure 

below: 

Input values 
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The input values number of days and number of trips 
as a function of the well depth. 

To give a graphical presentation of the time savings that result from the 

mentioned advantages Al - A6, these time savings were calculated for a typical 

well and shown in the bar chart below. To calculate the actual cost savings the 

time savings can be multiplied with the stated average spread-rate: 

Time saving (hI] 
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Figure 29. Time savings resulting from the advantages Al - A6. 
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Advantages 

AI. No kelly pick up/set back 
All. No kelly/string hoist./low. during drilling, hole condo 
AliI. Drilling in stands, fewer connections during drilling 
AIV. Reduction in trip time 
AV. No pick upllay down of drill pipe during hole condo 
AVI. Block retraction (optional) 

Disadvantages 

01. Additional day rate 
011. Extra maintenance 
0111. More weight on block 

Total 
Total without block retraction 

OIV + V. Extra rig up/rig down costs because of TO/heavier mast 

Total 

Total savin s 
Total savings without block retraction 

Time [hr] Energy [I] Extra cut-offs Savings $ 

14.0 neg!. 
7.9 352 

17.7 
15.2 
11.1 negl. 
13.4 

79.3 352 
65.9 352 

2025 

2025 

o 
26,250 
15,039 
33,177 
28,500 
20,750 
25,065 

01 148,7811 
o 123,716 

3 

Costs $ 

44,698 
8,940 

10,596 
5,750 

31-1 _..;;..;69:...:..;,9:...:.83.:..J1 

78,798 
53,733 



Well Depth Measurements calc. model I Calc. model II Number of days Number of trips Footage Hole Percentage trips 
Conditioning [ml req. hole condo 

3614 113,332 85,472 245,159 32 46 299 28% 
4084 193,166 243,516 419,034 63 84 2946 26% 



Appendix 5 

5. Generating concepts 

To generate concepts the main function of each module is determined. Mter 

that performing principles of the main function are stated per module. Next 

solutions are determined that are based on one of the principles. An overview is 

given below: 

Module A 

Main function: Transport horizontal orientated tubular from ground level to rig

floor and give it a vertical orientation 

Shape of path 

I-dimensional 

• isn't possible to change orientation 

2-dimensional 

• linear and circular 

• circular 
• complex curve 

3-dimensional 

• linear and circular (spiral) 

• complex curves 

Realization of path 

Path is flexible 

• robotic arm 

• boom 
• wire rope, chain 

• fork-lift truck 

• helicopter 
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Path is embodied in m~terial 
• rails, tracks 

• ramp 

• gutter, chute 

• pipeline 

• belt conveyor 

• roller conveyor 

• worm conveyor 

• vibrating conveyor 

ModuleE 

Main function: Horizontal storage of tubular on ground level 

Way of storage 

Store as single objects 

• ledgers 

• bars 

• rails 

• ground 

Store as modules 

• pallet 

• cassette 

• rack 

• box 

• container 

Orientation of storage 

• II to transport direction 

• ...L to transport direction 
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ModuleF 

Main function: Vertical storage of tubular on rig-floor 

Way of storage 

Fixed storage 

• rack, fingerboard 

• container 

• box 

Moving storage 
rotating 

• carrousel 

• disc 
• turntable 

translating 

• chain conveyor 

• belt conveyor 
• translating rack 

• translating cassette 

Most of the above stated solutions where converted to practical concepts which 

are shown in Appendix 6. 
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Appendix 6 

6. Overview and selection of the concepts 

6.1 Making a first selection 

Before the concepts are evaluated by using selection criteria, a first selection is 

made based on what concepts are having practical value and which don't. The 

concepts that were left out of further examination are shown below. The 

reasons for that are stated for each concept. 

Module A: Transport horizontal orientated tubular from ground level to 

rig-floor and give it a vertical orientation. 

Figure 30. Concept Al 

Concept Al 

• The work envelope of the system is so big that it requires too much free 

space and also is not contributing to safety. 

• It is too difficult to clear the area around the V-door. 

• The rail is too sensitive for dirt, rust and other environmental influences. 

• The single point attachment of each tubular can easily result in dropping of 

one tubular and therefore isn't a good solution from point of view of safety. 

• The system would require too much maintenance. 
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Figure 31. Concept A2 

ConceptA2 
• The work envelope of the system is too big. 

• It is too difficult to clear the area around the V-door. 

• The construction will be too heavy. 

• The bearing of the diagonal orientated shaft will be difficult. 

• The installation of the system would require a lot of effort. 

Figure 32. Concept A3 

ConceptA3 

• It is too difficult to clear the area around the V-door. 

• The bearing of the diagonal orientated shaft will be difficult. 

• The installation of the system would require a lot of effort. 

• Two separate driving systems are needed for the two separate systems. 
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Twisted gulde-rails 

Figure 33. Concept A4 

ConceptA4 
• It is too difficult to clear the area around the V-door. 

• The system requires too much space. 

• The construction is too complicated because of the different pipe lengths. 

• The installation of the system would require a lot of effort. 

• The rail is too sensitive for dirt, rust and other environmental influences. 

• The system would require too much maintenance. 

Module F: Vertical storage of tubular on rig-floor 

Figure 34. Concept Fl 

Concept Fl 

• Too much space is required per tubular which results in an inefficient use 

of the storage area. 
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6.2 Selection of the remaining concepts 

To make a selection, each concept gets a score for each of the criteria stated for 

that specific module. This score is multiplied with a weighing factor, that is 

defined for each criterion. The score is based on the following rating: 

1 = poor, 2 = moderate, 3 = average, 4 = good, 5 = excellent. 

Module A: Transport horizontal orientated tubular from ground level to 

rig-floor and give it a vertical orientation. 

The concepts for module A are evaluated according to the following criteria: 

A. Simplicity 

B. Reliability 

C. Safety 

D. Maintenance 

E. Volume/ work envelope 

few moving parts 

robust, low expected down time 

chance of losing pipe on its way 

expected maintenance 

area needed to execute the operation 

F. Efficiency potential to handle several drill pipe at once or 

to provide a continuous flow 

G. Movableness easiness of putting system in standby position 

To determine the significance of each criterion, the criteria are compared with 

each other in the table below and the weighing factors are defined: 

A B C D 

A B \1\ t'1 j.r-

\ 

B B C B B 

C C C C C C C 7 

A B C D E F G 1 

E E B C E E F G 3 
t _ ___.., 

F F B C F F F G 4 

G G G C G G G G 6 
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r + 

! 
+ .. .. 
+ 

( 
I[]J l+ + + + +) + + + + 

Pick up Lay down 

Flgure 35. Concept A5 

Concept A5 

1 Criteria 101 S 1 w*s 1 
A. Simplicity 2 2 4 

B. Reliability 5 1 5 

C. Safety 7 3 21 

D. Maintenance 1 2 2 

E. Volume/work envelp. 3 3 9 

F. Efficiency 4 5 20 

G. Movableness 6 4 24 

Total score 85 
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i w 

Figure 36. Concept A6 

ConceptA6 

Criteria W 

A. Simplicity 2 

B. Reliability 5 

7 4 28 

D. Maintenance 1 3 3 

E. Volume/work envelp. 3 2 6 

F. Efficiency 4 4 16 

G. Movableness 6 3 18 

~ 
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Figure 37. Concept A 7 

ConceptA7 

Criteria S 

'city 2 4 8 

B. Reliability 5 3 15 

C. Safety 7 3 21 

D. Maintenance 1 1 

E. Volume/work envelp. 3 4 12 

F. Efficiency 4 3 12 

G. Movableness 6 2 12 

~ 81 
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ModuleE: Horizontal storage of tubular on ground level 

The concepts for module E are evaluated based on the following criteria: 

A. Efficiency 

B. Volume 

potential to handle several drill pipe at once 

area needed on ground level 

C. Protection protection of the pipe in storage 

D. Easiness of handling easiness to separate pipe from the module 

The weighing factors are determined in the table below: 

C A B C D 1 

D A D D D 3 

Figure 38. Concept El Figure 39. Concept E2 Figure 40. Concept E3 

El E2 E3 

Criteria W S W*S S S W*S 

A. Efficiency 4 1 4 5 20 5 20 

B. Volume 10 3 6 3 6 

C. Protection 1 1 1 4 4 5 5 

siness of handling 15 3 9 1 3 

Total 34 
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Module F: Vertical storage of tubular on rig-floor 

The concepts for module F are evaluated according to the following criteria: 

A. Simplicity 

B. Reliability 

C. Safety 

D. Maintenance 

E. Volume 

few moving parts 

robust, low expected down time 

chance of losing pipe 

expected maintenance 

area needed on rig floor 

The weighing factors are determined as follows: 

ell A I B I c I D I E 

A A B C A E 

B B B C B E 

C C C C C C 

D A B C D E 

E E E C E E 

Figure 41. Concept F2 
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Figure 42. Concept F3 

F2 F3 

Criteria W S W*S S W*S 

A. Simplicity 2 5 10 1 2 

B. Reliability 3 5 15 2 6 

C. Safety 5 4 20 5 25 

D. Maintenance 1 4 4 1 1 

E. Volume 4 1 4 3 12 

Total score .'1 46 
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Appendix 7 

7. Technical calculations Module A: Cassette Transportation Unit 

7.1 Determination of the cycle time 

The cycle time of the Cassette Transportation Unit is determined based on the 

fact that the slowest operations define the cycle time of the total operation, 

called the critical path. The operations at well centre are in this case the 

slowest operations and it is very difficult to execute these operations any 

quicker. Therefore they determine the critical path. 

To represent the worst case, the cycle time is determined for the fastest 

operation which demands the most of the Cassette Transportation Unit. This 

operation is the running in of singles. 

The critical path and cycle times for each of the systems involved are 

determined on the next pages. First an overview is given of all operations 

needed to run a single including the required interlocks (the dotted lines) 

between specific operations. After that time estimates for each operation are 

given and the cycle times are determined. 

The critical path to run one single turns out to be 41 seconds. The available 

cycle time to slide the cassette one slot is equal to 28 seconds. This means that 

when the cassette is empty the Cassette Transportation Unit has 28 seconds to 

lay down the empty cassette and pick up a new one. 

Time available to position a new cassette on ground level is equal to: 

Number of pipe per cassette * critical path - time needed to grip a new cassette 

Substitution of the values gives: 6 * 41 - 10 = 236 seconds"", 4 minutes. 

Note: 

Time needed to grip a new cassette is the period that the Cassette Transport

ation Unit is operating near or with the stack of full cassettes (see § 7.2). 
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OPERATIONS 
AT WELL CENTRE 

1 ....--_-.l. __ ..., I 

REMOVE SUPS I 

I 
L 

~----

RACKING ARM 

-=~ 

Figure 43. Overview of the required operations with interlocks. 
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Operations 
at well centre 

Retract block 

Latch elevator 

Make connect-

Ion 

Pick up string 

Remove slips 

Lower single 

Lower string to 

tighten slips 

Unlatch 

elevator 

Cycle tiimEds:l 

Racking arm 

Extend arm 2.5 

Close gripper 0.5 

Lift arm to pick 6.0 

up single 

Retract arm 4.0 

Rotate arm 10.0 

Extend arm 

Lower arm to 

stab 

Open gripper 

Retract arm 2.0 

Rotate arm 9.5 

Cy1cle ltim4! [s]! I ::m.o 

The critical path is equal to 41.0 seconds. 

Cassette 
Transportation Unit 

Start sliding 2.0 

Slide cassette 24.0 

Stop sliding 2.0 

The cycle time of the Cassette Transportation Unit can be calculated as follows: 

Teas, Transport, Unit = Tcritical path - Textend arm - Tclose grippel' - Tliftarm to pick up single - Tretract arm 

= 41.0 - 2.5 - 0.5 - 6.0 - 4.0 = 28.0 seconds. 
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7.2 Determination of velocity and acceleration profile 
~Y;A\ 
\ ~--

\ 
The 90-degree-rotation from ground level to rig-floor, is the m~ement that 

requires the highest acceleration of the Cassette Transportatiort Unit. It is 

decided to perform this movement according to a .. ~ The 
acceleration that results from this movement doesn't mauce any sudden 

increases in the loading. The movement-, velocity- and acceleration-profile and 

the corresponding formula have been derived and are shown below: 

q>(t)=~[_sin[2n t)+ 2n t 1 
4 Tc Tc 

. () 1 [ [ 2n ) 2n 2n 1 q> t =- -cos - t *-+_ 
4 Tc Tc Tc 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

2. 

f 

Figure 44. The movement-, velocity- and 
acceleration-profile according to a 
skewed sinus. 

The maximal velocity and acceleration are defined as a function of the cycle 

time that is available to rotate the pick-up arm of the Cassette Transportation 
Unit over 90 degrees. 

The system has to lay down an empty cassette and pick up a new one in 28 
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seconds. This available time is distributed over the required operations in the 

following way: 

Lower empty cassette 6 

Lay down empty cassette 3 

I Move to stack with full cassettes 6 

Pick-up full cassette 3 

Lift full cassette to rig-floor II 10 

Total [s] 28 

From the table can be seen that the cycle time Tc is equal to 10 seconds. 

Substitution of this value in the equations (4) and (6), gives: 

tP max = tP(t=5s) == 0.31 [radls] 

ipmax = ip {t [radls 2
] 
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7.3 Estimation of the required mechanical power 

Assumptions 

To give a rough estimate the following things are assumed: 

• The weight of the full cassette with drill pipe and the own weight of 
the pick-up arm is homogeneous spread over the length. 

• The weight of the cassette is assumed to be equal to the weight of the 
drill pipe that it has to carry. 

• The weight of the pick-up arm is assumed to be equal to three times 
the weight of a full cassette. 

• The increase in potential energy is assumed to be a linear function of 
time. 

The mechanical power needed to rotate the pick-arm is equal to: 

Pkin .. I C:pmax <Pmax 

l 
h m g 2" 

P t = mg = ~=-_ 
po T T 

1= .!.ml
2 

3 

c c 

m = m pipe + mcnssette + mpick-up arm = 8 * m pipe 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

l = lcnssette + lextra arm + ldistance from cnssette to centre of rotation = 13.8 + 0.5 + 2.0 = 16.3 [m] (15) 

The values used in formula (14) are based on range III drill pipe. These values 

can be found in literature [7],[30]. 

The length of the cassette used in formula (15) is determined in Appendix 8. 

Substitution of the equations (14) and (15) in the equations (12) and (13) 

results in: 

1=1594140 [kg m2]; m = 18.0 [ton] 
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Substitution of I and the values from equations (7) and (8) in formula (10), 

gives: 

Pkin = 49 [kW] 

Substitution of (15), m = 18.0 ton, g = 9.8 m/s2 and Tc = 10 s in formula (11), 

results in: 

P pot = 144 [kW] 

From equation (9) follows that: 

P == 49 + 144 = 193 [kW] 

Dividing this power by a general efficiency factor of a transmission, gives the 

following estimate for the needed power of the driving system: 
" 

P drive = 193 / 0.8 = 241 [kW] 

i \ 

p;o IJ~~ .. 'k"l a~ UQ~ 
t \ 

-;: ((~ ~Jl ~ ~+ I( Z- ~1 ~ ~ ~ 

iIt'~ ~ 0 J r + '12 'f un ~ ) 
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7.4 The gripping device 

7.4.1 The requirements to the main dimensions of the clamp 

To make that the gripping device functions properly, there are certain 

requirements to the main dimensions of the clamp_ This can be explained from 

figure 45_ 

o r1 r2 
(r1+r2)-sin cp 

r3 

Figure 45. Schematic drawing of the clamp. 

From this figure can be seen that during both opening and closing of the clamp 

the distance X should be big enough to allow movement of the clamp. In other 

words: 

X Xl +X2 +X3 ~ (rl +r2) sin<p (16) 

The distance X that results from the rotation <1>, consist of three separate 

contributions Xl, X2 and X3, which are shown in figure 46. From this figure 

can be seen that: 

Xl = rl sin<p (17) 

Y = rl (l-cos<p) (18) 

X2 = __ Y __ = rl (l-cos<p) (19) 
tan(a -<p) 

z = (r3 + X3) s~n <P sin ( a - <p) = r3 sin <p ~ (20) 
sma 

X3 = r3 (Sina 1) 
sin(a <p) 

(21) 
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X3 
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Figure 46. Explanation of the contributions Xl, X2, X3. 

Substitution of the equations (17), (19) and (21) in equation (16), gives: 

----'-- + r - C!: r. sm <p rl (l-cos<p) 3 (Sina 1) 2' 
tan(a <p) sin(a -<p) 

(22) 

The above requirement is only appropriate for 0 :s; <:I> :s; a. When <:I> > a the clamp 

is totally out of the way (see figure 46). To represent the worst case in respect 

of the required size of length r3, r1 is assumed to be zero. The following 

relation between r2 and r3 can be derived: 
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r3 
_C!: 

r2 
sin<p sin(a <p) 
sina -sin( a <p) 

for O<<p <a (23) 

The minimal required ratio between r3 and r2 as a function of the rotation cf> is 

shown in figure 47. In this case a is equal to 30. Since formula (22) can only 

be calculated for the limit cf> -- 0, cf> has been set out on a logarithmic scale. 

From this figure can be seen, that the required value of the ratio r3/r2 is most 

critical for cf> = 0 and drops to zero when cf> = a. 

Minimal r"'luired r3/r2 

O.S 

0.5 

I Alpha " 30 degrees I 
0.4 

o.a 

0.2 

0.1 

0.0 

0.000001 0.00001 0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 

Rotalion of clamp, phi [degrees! 

-
'" \ 

\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

10 100 

Figure 47. The minimal required ratio r3/r2 as a function of rotation <1>. 

The minimal required ratio between r3 and r2 is also dependent on the slope a 

of the clamp. This relation is illustrated in figure 48 for the most critical 

situation cf> = O. From this figure can be seen that r3/r2 should be 1 for a = 45. 

Minimal required ra/r2 

1.8 

1.6 ri Phi 01 
/1 

/' 
/' 

~ 

1.4 

1.2 

-~ 

---~ ------i"'" 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

o 
20 25 35 40 45 50 55 60 

Slope of elamP. alpha [deg"""'l 

Figure 48. The minimal required ratio r3/r2 as a function of the slope u. 
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7.4.2 Eliminating the clearance in the gripping device 

The gripping device holds the 

cassette in a shape-closed 

manner. Therefore a clearance 

exists between clamp-cassette 

and clamp-pin. 

If desired this clearance can be 
eliminated by making the pin 

conically shaped with a small 

slope. In that case the pin needs 

to move over a roll mounted on 

the back of the clamp. Otherwise 

it is too difficult to retract the 

pin because of the friction 

between clamp and pin. 

A schematic construction is 

shown in figure 49. 

+ 

'----- CLAMP 
'----- ROLL 

'------- CONICAL PIN 

Figure 49. Eliminating the existing clearance. 
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Appendix 8 

8. Technical calculations Module E: Cassette 

8.1 Main dimensions 

The main dimensions of the cassette are determined according to ISO-standard 

3394 [33]. This standard states that the main dimensions of a rectangular 

transport unit should be a multiple of 600 mm x 400 mm. 

The maximum length of range III drill pipe is 13.72 m :::: 13720 mm [7],[30]. 

The first value that is above this maximum length and is a multiple of 600, is 

13800. This main dimension can be used as follows: 

lcassette lmax pipe + [bottom plate + [free space = 13720 + 50 + 30 = 13800 [mm] (24) 

The width of the cassette is chosen in such a way that it is possible to place 

two stacks of cassettes side by side on one truck. The width of a normal truck 

lies between 2400 and 2500 mm. This results in a width of the cassette of 1200 

mm, which is a multiple of 400. This width of the cassette is used as follows 
(see figure 50): 

W cassette = npipe per cassette * (D tj + 2 S + Wsupport) + 2 Tplate (25) 
6 * ( 165 + 2 * 2.5 + 20 ) + 2 * 30 1200 [mm] 

The diameter of the tooljoint DtJ is equal to 6.5 inch:::: 165 mm [30]. 

Dtj s Wsupport T plate 

Wcassette 

Figure 50. The width of the cassette. 
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Appendix 9 

9. Technical calculations Module F: Carrousel 

9.1 Determination of the cycle time 

The cycle time of the carrousel is also determined based on the fact that the 

operations at well centre define the cycle time of the total operation, called the 

critical path (see also Appendix 7.1). 

The operation that demands the most of the carrousel, is tripping in. The 

critical path and the cycle times involved with this operation are determined on 

the next pages. An overview is given of all the needed operations including the 

required interlocks (the dotted lines) (see figure 51). Mter that time estimates 

for each operation are given and the cycle times are determined. 

The critical path for tripping in stands turns out to be 49 seconds. The 

available cycle time to rotate the carrousel is equal to 34 seconds. 
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OPERATIONS 
AT WELL CENTRE 

RACKING ARM 

Figure 51. Overview of the required operations with interlocks. 
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Operations Racking arm Carrousel 

at well centre 

Extend arm 

Close gripper 0.5 

Lift arm to pick 4.0 

up stand 

Retract arm 6.5 

Retract block Rotate arm 15.0 

Latch elevator Extend arm Start carrousel 1.0 

Make connect- Lower arm to Rotate 32.0 

ion stab carrousel 

Pick up string Open gripper Stop carrousel 1.0 

Remove slips Retract arm 

Lower stand Rotate arm 9.5 

Set slips 

Lower string to 

tighten slips 

Unlatch 

elevator 

Cycle time [s] Cycle time [s] 47.0 Cycle tim 

The critical path is equal to 49.0 seconds. 

The cycle time of the carrousel can be calculated as follows: 

TCarl'Ousel = Tcritical path - Tcxtend arm - TclOBe gripper - Tlift al'm to pick up stand - Tretract lu'm 

= 49.0 - 4.0 - 0.5 - 4.0 - 6.5 = 34.0 seconds. 
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9.2 Determination of velocity and acceleration profile 

The rotation of the carrousel is performed according to a skewed sinus (see also 

Appendix 7.2). The acceleration that results from this movement doesn't induce 

any sudden increases in the loading. The movement-, velocity- and acceleration

profile and the corresponding formula have been derived and are shown below: 

({)(t)=_1_[_sin(2Jt tJ+ 2Jt t 1 (26) 
nslots Tc Tc 

cp (t) = _1 [Sin (2:1t t) * (2:1t)2 
nslots Tc Tc 

(30) 

.. =" (t = 1 T ) = 1 ( 2Jt )2 ({)max ({) - c ----
4 nslots Tc 

(31) 

[rp* NsIots] 

Figure 52. The movement-, velocity- and 
acceleration-profile according to a 
skewed sinus. 

The maximal velocity and acceleration are defined as a function of the total 
number of slots and the time that is available to rotate the carrousel. The 

equations are based on the fact that the carrousel rotates one slot per cycle. 

In § 9.1 has been determined that the carrousel has to rotate in 32 seconds. 

Substitution of this value for Tc and nslots = 28 in the equations (29) and (31), 

gives: 
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<Prnax = <P (t = 16s) = 0.014 [radls] 

(jJrnax=(jJ(t=8s)=0.0014 [radls 2
] 
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9.3 Determination of the main dimensions 

9.3.1 Height of the carrousel 

Assumption 

• The length of drill pipe is normally distributed. 

The carrousel is designed for storing 140 stands of range II or range III drill 

pipe. The length of both range II and range III varies considerably. Stands 

made up of these drill pipe vary even more in length, because the single 

variations are combined. 

The stands are locked in the carrousel by rotating them between concentric 

drums (see Chapter 9). The possible height of these drums is limited, therefore 

the variation of the length of a stand has to be restricted. 

Range II varies between 8.23 - 9.14 m [7], the average length is 8.69 m. For 

range II can be stated: 

lra/lgelI: x-30:S l:s x+30 = 8.69-3*(0.15167):s l:s 8.69+3*(0.15167) 

Range III varies between 11.58 - 13.72 [7], the average length is 12.65 m. For 

range III can be stated: 

lrange III: X -30 :S 1 s x +30 = 12.65 -3 *(0.35667) s 1 s 12.65 +3 * (0.35667) 

To restrict the variation of the length of a stand, the following is suggested: 

The carrousel is designed for range II drill pipe that may vary between: 

x-20:s l:s x+20 = 8.38:s l:s 8.99 [m] (36) 

And range III may vary between: 

x :S I s x + 2 0 = 12.65 sIs 13.36 Em] (37) 

Based on the fact that the length of drill pipe is normally distributed, from 
equation (36) and (37) results that 95 % of all range II and 48 % of all range III 

that is manufactured can be handled by the carrousel [28]. 
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The maximum and minimum values of equation (36) and (37) are used to 

calculate the variation of the length of the stands: 

(38) 

(39) 

The length of the pin lpin, used in the above equations, is equal to circa 0.10 m. 

The dimensions of the stands of both range II and range III are illustrated in 

figure 53. In this figure the possible positions of the tooljoints are also shown 

(ltooljoint = 0.25 m). 

To store the maximal stand, the distance between bottom disk and top of the 

drums should be at least 27.10 m. The drums have to be 2.0 m in height. 

9.3.2 Position of the racking disks 

The racking disks consist of slots that are wide enough to fit the outer diameter 
of the drill pipe. Since the tooljoint is larger in diameter, the racking disks 

have to be placed in such a way, that they are never on the same height as a 

tooljoint. The position of the racking disks, called middle disk and top disk, is 

shown in figure 53. The middle disk is exactly in between the bottom disk and 

the top disk, therefore the shaft can be made of two equal parts. These parts 

are less then 12.4 m in length, and thus can be transported by a normal truck. 
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Figure 53. Stands of range II (1) and range III (r) drill pipe. 
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9.3.3 Minimizing the carrousel diameter 

The diameter D of the carrousel turns out to be a function of the number of 

stands per slot. The optimum number of stands per slot is determined below. 

1-

t~~~ 

DAIJ.. ... 

-""""",, 

Figure 54. 

"""'p 

I I 

q...J ~~~~~ 

Top of the carrou
sel. 

Figure 55. Explanation of the parameters. 

From figure 55 can be seen that: 

D = 2 (Rb + (n - ~ )(Dy + 281 ) + n Tdrum) 

n = number of stands per slot 

R 
( Dpipe + 282 + X ) nslots 

b ~ --------~-----------2n 

nslots = number of slots 

nslots = 
nstands 

n 

nstands = number of stands stored in carrousel 

Substitution of (41) and (42) in equation (40) gives: 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

D = 2 (( Dpipe + 282 + X ) nstands + (n - .!.) (D. + 28 ) + n T 1 (43) 
2nn 2 lj 1 drum 
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Differentiation of formula (43) and equating this derivative to zero, gives the 

following relation for the optimum number of stands per slot: 

n = (D pipe + 282 + X ) nstallds 

2n (DtJ + 281 + Tdrum ) 

Substitution of the following values in equation (44): 

Dpipe = 5.0 inch = 127 [mm] 

Dtj = 6.5 inch == 165 [mm] 

S1 = 15 [mm] 

S2 =5 [mm] 

Tdrum = 10 [mm] 

X = 88 [mm] 

nstands = 140 [-] 

gives: 

n = 4.97 ... 5 stands per slot. 

Substitution of this value in equation (43), results in: 

D = 3.86 [m] 

(In this case ~ = 1.00 m) 

Note: 

For n = 4: D = 3.95 [m]; nstands = 140. 

For n = 6: D = 3.98 [m]; nstands = 144. 
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9.4 Determination of the moment of inertia 

The moment of inertia of the full carrousel, can be determined as follows: 

Icarrousel = Isto"ds + Ibottom disk + 2Irocking disk 
(45) 

(46) 

It is noted, that the moment of inertia because of the rotation of the stands 

around their own axis, is negligible. Substitution of the following values in (46): 

:n,.lots = 28 [-J 
mstand = 797 [kg] 

R1 = Rb == 1.000 em] 

R2 = 1.205 Em] 

R3 = 1.410 Em] 
R4 = 1.615 Em] 
R5 = 1.820 Em] 

gives: 

I = '::mR2 
oottom disk 2 

Substitution of the following values in (48) and (49): 

R == Resl'rousel 

t == toottom disk 

r 

gives: 

= 2.0 em] 

== 50 [mm] 

= 7.8 * 103 [kg/m3
] 

I oottom disk = 9.8 * 103 [kgm 2] 

moottom disk = 4901 [kg] 
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(52) 

(53) 

For an explanation of the parameters used in (53), see § 9.3.3. Substitution of 

the following values in (52) and (53): 

R == Rcarrousel "" 2.0 Em] 

t == tracking disk == 40 [mm] 

r == 7.8 * 103 [kg/m3
] 

~Iots == 28 [-] 

~ = 1.0 Em] 

Dpipe = 127 [mm] 

~ =5 [mm] 

gives: 

lrocking disk ::: 5.5 * 103 [kgm 2] 

mrocking disk = 2724 [kg] 

Substitution of (47),(50) and (54) in equation (45), results in: 

lcarrousel = 252 * 103 [kgm 2] 
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9.5 The wind loading situation 

Assumption 

• The carrousel full with drill pipe is assumed to be a solid cylinder. 

The wind loading of the carrousel is calculated according to [34:], and is 

determined for three different environments: 

Case I 

Case II 

Case III 

: Netherlands, North Sea coastline, Onshore 

: Norway, Northern North Sea, Offshore 

: Gulf of Mexico, Offshore 

(normal) 

(harsh) 

(extreme) 

The 3 situations and the concerning wind velocities are shown in figure 56. The 

stated velocities are 100-year, I-hour mean wind velocities, measured 10 meters 

above ground level. 

CARROUSEL 

<:-
I) V10· 33.3 mi. 

E <: I:!l I 
II 

N 

E 
II} V10· 40.8 mi. 

:8 III) V10· 48.0m/s 

Figure 56. Three different wind loading situations. 
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,~v 
~. ~'-'1 

First of all the natural frequency of the carrousel has to be estimated according ~ 
to the standard. This frequency is needed to take the dynamic wind loading 

into account. 
.~{X~· 

/ 
For that purpose the carrousel is thought to be in a horizontal position. Now 

the displacement of the part that is supporting the load (in this case the shaft) 

is calculated, when it is thought to be loaded by its own weight and the weight 

it is supporting: 

q = (m lcad + m shaft ) g .... 130 * 1()3 * 10 = 47 [kNlm] 
lshaft 27.7 

5 ql4 
() =--

max 384 EI 

I 
64 

1 for x=-l 
2 

Substitution of the following values in the above equations: 

E = 20 * 1010 [N/m2
] 

I = lshaft = 27.7 Em] 
For this calculation: 

d = 650 [mm] 

di = 600 [mm] 

gives: 

()max = 0.75 Em] 

With equation (60) follows that: 

r. - J 0.25 = 0.58 [lis] 
()max 

(57) 

(58) 

(59) 

(60) 

(61) 

Now the wind loading for each of the mentioned situations is calculated. It's 

noted that the value for u, used in these calculations, is 0.10 for an offshore 

and 0.13 for an onshore situation. 
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Case I 

Vmax VlO (~ r == 39.2 [m/s] 

The following values where obtained from [34]: 

For steel applies: 

From figure 3 with H = 35, results: 

From figure 4 with Z = 25, results: 

From figure 5 with fJVmax = 1.5 * 10.2, results: 

From figure 6 with Z*f./V max = 0.37 and 

C = 0.01 

r = 0.24 

Fd = 0.15 

F, = 0.019 

DcarrouseJZ = 0.15, results: S = 0.45 

(62) 

T == Fd S = 6.75 (63) 
r C 

T I = Fl S == 0.86 (64) 
r C 

CPt' == 1 + 4rVTb + Tr = 3.8 (65) 

(66) 

The highest value of the above two equations should be substituted in the 

formula below: 

Q . zd == Q dvn, == V ma/ m.' == 3650 rN/m 2] 
WI' "J max 1.6 't'. l 

For case II and III exactly the same procedure is executed. This gives the 

following values for Qwind: 

Case II : QWi'zd == 5856 [N/m 2] 

Case III : QWilzd == 8861 [N/m 2] 
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The force F wind that results from the wind loading can be calculated with the 
following formula (see also figure 57): 

FWind = Ct A Qwind 

Substitution of (67),(68),(69) and the following values in (70): 

ct = 0.5 from [34] 

Z 25 [m] 

D = 3.86 [m] 

Gives: 

Case I: 

F ',-1 

qWilW = ';<U = 7.04 [kNlm] 

Case II: 

F wi1W 1132 q ',-1 = -- = • wu.... Z [kNlm] 

Case III: 

(71) 

(72) 

qWilW = F wi1w = 17.12 [kN/m] (73) 
Z 

Figure 57. Calculating Fwind ' 
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9.6 Determination of the friction between stands and drums 

Assumptions 

• Only the first three rows of stands are really exposed to the wind. 
• The carrousel is only operating when the continuous wind force is 80 % 

of the maximal wind force of case I, 50 % of case II or 35 % of case III. 
In all of these situations Qwind is about 2920 N/m2 (see § 9.5). 

The wind force acting on one stand can be calculated as follows: 

Fwind,stand = ct A Qwind,operating 
(74) 

A = Dpipe *Z 

Substitution of the following values: 

ct = 0.4 from [34] 

Z == 25 Em] 

= 127 [mm] 

gIves: 

F wind, stand = 3708 [N] 

To represent the worst case, it is assumed that the middle and top disk are not 

supporting the stands, in other words the drums are loaded with 1/2 F wind, stand' 

The friction force now can be determined as follows: 

1 
Ffriciion stand/drum = f * 2" Fwilld,stand 0.1 * 1854 = 185 [N] 

The total frictional moment can now be calculated: 

M friction stand/drum = ns/ots Ffriction stand/drum (R3 + R4 + R5) 

Substitution of (75) and the following values in (76): 

1ls1ots = 28 [-] 
R3 

R4 
R5 

gives: 

= 1.410 

= 1.615 

= 1.820 

Em] 

Em] 

Em] 

Mfriciion stand/drum = 25:1 [kNm] 
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9.7 Loading situation of the shaff 

Assumption 

• The shaft is not directly exposed to the wind, but indirectly loaded via 
the stands. 

The shaft is loaded by (see figure 58): 

axial force: weight of stands and 

disks 

driving torque torsion: 

radial force: wind loading, driving 

force 

bending moment: eccentric loading of the 

carrousel 

Axial force 

The axial force is the highest in point A 

~. an~ (J),The total axial force is equal to: 
\ ) 

Fax ';" Flood + F disk + 2Frack (78) 

Flood = nstands * m stand * g 
(79) 

= 140 * 797 * 10 - 1120 [kN] 

From (51) follows: 

Fdisk = m battom disk * g '" 50 [kN] (80) 

From (55) follows: 

F rack = m rocking disk * g ... 30 [kN] (81) 

Substitution of (79),(80) and (81) in (78), 

gives: 

Fax = 1230 [kN] (82) 
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F 

i'J= RACK 

FE 

F RACK 

Fo 

/ 
MEX 

'" 
F LOAO F OISK 

Fc + 
FORIVE 

A ~ FAH 
l' To RIVE 

FAV 

Figure 58. Loading situation of the shaft. 



Torsion 

The driving torque is equal to: 

T drive :: lip + Mfridion stwuJ./drum 
(83) 

Note: for the calculation of the shaft the friction of the bearings is neglected. 

Substitution of (33),(56) and (77) in (83), gives: 

T drive :: 25.5 [kNm] 

Radial force 

The radial forces F c, F D and FE can be easily calculated (see figure 59). 

From point of view of symmetry fol
lows, that: 

F c = 1/4 * qwind * Z 

F D = 1/2 * qwind * Z 

FE = 114 * qwind * Z 

From (71) follows for case I, that: 

Fe = FE 44 [kN] 
(85) 

FD = 88 [kN] 

From (72) follows for case II, that: 

Fe = FE = 71 [kN] 
(86) 

FD = 142 [kN] 

qwind 

1 Fe 
:::> 

>-

~ 

~ 

:::> 
«:I Fo 

>lIi 
i 

:::> 

>- ~ 
~ ... 

:::> 

:::> Fe 

-

From (73) follows for case III, that: 
Figure 59. Determination of Fe, F D and FE' 

Fe :: FE = 107 [kN] 
(87) 

FD :: 214 [kN] 
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With (84) F drive can be calculated as follows: 

F. = Tdrive _ 26 [kN] 
dnve R 

drive 

(88) 

Bending moment 

Because the carrousel is loaded from inside to the outside by rotating it one slot 

per cycle, the highest bending moment occurs when the outmost row is half 

loaded. This bending moment can be calculated as follows: 

Mer m stmui * Router row * rstalldard * g 

( 

. nJ.u ( t= 2n 
2 Li::r sin -- i 

nslots n:. 11 

(89) 

Substitution of the following values in (89): 

mstand = 797 [kg] 

Router row = R5 = 1.820 Em] 

llslots = 28 [-] 

g = 10 [m/s2] 

gives: 

Mer = 130 [kNm] (90) 
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9.8 Calculation of the shaft 

9.8.1 Strength 

The diameter of the shaft is calculated according to [25], [26]. First the radial 

forcel bending moment diagrams are determined for the situation shown below: 

A 0.5 

FAH 

Fe + 
FDRIVE 

FD 

Figure 60. Static situation of the shaft. 

FE 

12.4 

FB 

By applying the equations of statics and by using (85),(86),(87) and (88), the 

following values are calculated: 

Case I (normal environment): Case II (harsh environment): 

FA ::= 115.2 
FB ::= 86.8 

[kN] 
[kN] 

(91) 

Case III (extreme environment): 

FA = 250.3 
FB = 203.7 

[kN] 
[kN] 

(93) 

Now the radial force diagram can be drawn: 

FA = 173.1 
FB = 136.9 

[kN] 
[kN] 

1-- Normal environment ~ •• -~ .. Harsh environment --Extreme environment 

F Rad 

2SO 

200 

1SO 

100 

SO 

o 
-SO 

-100 

-1 SO 

-200 

-250 

I 
I 

iaI [kNJ 

~ =F=t 
1 

~~ 

Distance from ground level [m] 

Figure 61. Radial force diagram. 
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The bending moment diagram is determined by applying local equations of 

statics and by using figure 61: 

1-Normal enviroomerl -- Harsh envirorvnent --Exlreme environmerl I 

1~~-----r----~--.~~+------r------r---~ 

1~+-----~----~~----~~---+------~----~ 

1~+-----~--~~~~--+---~-+------~----~ 

o~----~-----4------+-----~------~~--~ 
10 15 20 25 30 

Distance from ground level [m} 

Figure 62. Bending moment diagram. 

An overview of the calculated values for F radial and Mbending is shown on the next 

page. The required diameter of the shaft is determined by calculating the stress 

in the two heaviest loaded spots on the shaft: 

SpotC SpotD 

F 9..'( is negligible. Fax is maximal, is 1230 [kN] (82). 

Mbending is as shown in fig. 62. Mbending is maximal, as shown in fig. 62. 

The torsion Tdrive in both cases is equal to 25.5 [kNm] (84). 

The stress is calculated as follows: 

Fax Mi w7th'. 0=_+_ " 
A Wb 

M = M2 3 T2 
i belwing + 4' dril'e 

(94) 

The above stated stress has to stay below the maximum allowed stress, which 

depends on the yield stress of the material. For material Fe490 applies: 

0.70 * 0.80 260 = 64.7 [N/mm 2] 
1.5 * 1.5 

(95) 

The results of the above calculations for the 3 different cases, are shown at the 

end of this paragraph. 
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A 
C 
D 
E 
B 

A 

c 

D 

E 

B 

A 
C 
D 
E 
B 

X 
0.0 
0.5 

12.9 
25.3 
27.8 

X 
0.0 
0.0 
0.5 
0.5 

12.9 
12.9 
25.3 
25.3 
27.8 
27.8 

X 
0.0 
0.5 

12.9 
25.3 
27.8 

Wind velocity 
33.3 m/s I 40.8 m/s I 49.0 m/s 

(100 year/ 1 hour mean) 

Fradial (discrete) [kN] 
I II III 
115.2 173.1 250.3 
-70.0 -97.0 -133.0 
-88.0 -142.0 -214.0 
-44.0 -71.0 -107.0 
86.8 136.9 203.7 

Fradial [kN 
I II III 

0.0 0.0 0.0 
115.2 173.1 250.3 
115.2 173.1 250.3 

45.2 76.1 117.3 
45.2 76.1 117.3 

-42.8 -65.9 -96.7 
-42.8 -65.9 -96.7 
-86.8 -136.9 -203.7 
-86.8 -136.9 -203.7 

0.0 0.0 0.0 

Bending moment [kNm] 
I II III 

0.0 0.0 0.0 
187.6 216.6 255.2 
748.1 1160.2 1709.7 
217.4 343.0 510.6 

0.0 0.0 0.0 

Wind Loading Situation 
1= North Sea Coastline/ Netherlands 
11= Northern North Seal Norway/ Offshore 
III=Gulf of Mexico/ USA! Offshore 
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9.8.2 Stiffness 

Assumption 

• The carrousel is only operating when the continuous wind force is 80 % 
of the maximal wind force of case I, 50 % of case II or 35 % of case III. 
In all of these situations Qwind is about 2920 N/m2 (see § 9.5). 

The displacement of the shaft during operation can be calculated by super

position of four situations: 

3 situations with a radial force: F c, F D and FE 

1 situation with a bending moment: Mex 

Radial force 
The situation with the radial force is a standard situation, shown below: 

a b - -- -
A B ,.... 

. Figure 63. Situation with radial force. 

According to [27], the following applies for this standard situation: 

D AF Fi bx 2 2 rart : W(X) [ 2l (l - x) - b - (l - x) ] 
6EIl 

Part FB : w(x) == Fi a (l - x) [ 2lb _ b 2 (l _ X)2 ] 

6EIl 

'PB == -'- 2bl + - - 3b 2 F. [ b
3 1 

6EI l 

E == 20 * 1010 [N/m 2] 
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Bending moment 
The situation with the bending moment is shown below: 

>-

Figure 64. Situation with bending moment. 

Since [27] doesn't cover this situation, the concerning formula have to be 

derived. The following can be stated: 

Ma 3 
W A = -=-=~ + () - <pa = 0 

3El1 (97) 

-M b 3 
W B = - __ ..",.. + () + <pb = 0 

3El1 

Working out the above equations, results in: 

(98) 

By considering the standard situation of a restrained bar loaded by a radial 

force F = MIl [27], the following can be derived for part AM: 

w(x) = M (x 3 _ 3a 2x + 2a 3 ) + () <p (a - x) 
6Ell 

(99) 
-M a 2 

<p A = 2El l + <p 

Substitution of (98) in (99), gives the following equations for w(x) and <P A: 

w(x) = M ( 1x3 _ (a 3 + 3a 2b 2b 3 )x) 
6El12 

(100) 
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Exactly the same procedure can be executed for part MB, which gives: 

w(x) = -M «l - X)3 - 3b 2 (l - x) + 2b 3 ) + 0 + <P (x - a) 
6EIl 

M b 2 

<PB = <P - 2EI 1 

Substitution of (98) in (101), gives the following equations for w(x) and <DB: 

w(x) = M ( lx 3 - 312.x 2 + (5a 3 + 9a 2b + 6ab 2 + 2b 3 )x 3a2l 2 ) 
6EI l2 

M (2a 3 

6EI1 2 

(101) 

(102) 

The total displacement of the shaft can be determined as a function of x, by 

superposition of the 4 situations (3*(96) and 1 *(100)+(102». The displacement 

of the shaft for the three different wind loading cases, is shown in figure 65. 

--Normal environment MAOU""'''''''" Harsh environment -- Extreme environment 

Displacement [mm]--:----,--::::;;;;o;;;;;;;;;;;;;~:__--,----.------, 

35~-------~~---~~~~---~~--~ 
% loading dutiflg 
ftf)fmal OpetallOn. 

30 +-------+--..,c---f-------+--------"'t------I Normal: .... 
Hau;.h : ~ 
Exlreme: 35% 

25t------tr-----r=~~~=-----~~--~~~~ 

o~----~------~----~----~------4_~~~ 
o 5 10 15 20 25 30 

Distance from ground lwei (m] 

Figure 65. Displacement of the shaft for three different loading situations. 

An overview of the results of the strength and stiffness calculations is shown on 

the next page for each of the three wind loading situations. 

Note: 

• The stated plate thicknesses are according to standard plate dimensions. 

• Further calculations are made for the Dutch environment (case I), in other 

words mshaft = 12.9 [ton] 
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Cssel SpotC SpotO 
Stress/ Fa 20.8 neg!. 
Stress! Mb 15.2 60.3 

Total stress 36.0 60.3 NlmmA2 
Allowed stress 64.7 64.7 N!mmll2 

Outer diameter 880 mm 
Inner diameter 836 mm 
Wall thickness 22 mm 
Weight of shaft 12.9 ton 

Angle A Angle B Wmax 
Fc 0.014 -0.007 during 
Fd 0.182 -0.173 operation 
Fe 0.021 -0.037 39.6mm 

Mex 0.060 -0.032 

Totsl 0.277 -0.249 degree 

Cssell SpotC 
Stress! Fa 15.0 
Stress! Mb 11.7 

Total stress 26.8 
Allowed stress 64.7 

Outer diameter 960 
Inner diameter 904 
Wall thickness 28 
Weight of shaft 17.8 

An " 
Fc 0.009 
Fd 0.112 
Fe 0.013 

Mex 0.037 

Totsl 0.171 

SpotO 
neg!. 

62.5 

62.5 N/mmA2 
64.7 N/mmA2 

mm 
mm 
mm 
ton 

"ngleB Wmax 
-0.005 during 
·0.107 operation 
·0.023 24.4mm 

·0.019 

·0.154 degree 

Csse /11 
Stress! Fa 
Stress! Mb 

Total stress 
Allowed stress 

neg!. 
64.3 

Outer diameter 1035 mm 
Inner diameter 965 mm 
~W~a~I~lth~ic~k~n~es~s~+-____ 3~5~mm 
Wei ht of shaft 23.8 ton 

Fe 
Fd 

Fel----:=~ __ -::.:.::...;-=.. 

Totsl 



9.9 Bending of the bottom disk 

9.9.1 Bending models 

Assumptions 

• The loading because of the weight of the stands is supposed to be a 
homogeneous spread load. 

• The flange connection is assumed to be an ideal restraint. 

The bending of the bottom disk and the stresses are calculated according to 

[24]. The following symbols are used: 

Wo displacement of the disk, perpendicular to the plate plane. 

Srr radial stress. 

Stt tangential stress. 

r radius, distance from shaft centre. 

z height coordinate from middle plane. 

p external force per surface area, perpendiCular to the plate plane. 

q external force per linear measure, perpendicular to the plate plane. 

Sr internal force per linear measure, perpendicular to the plate plane, 

acting on an area with a constant radius r. 

mbr internal bending moment per linear measure, acting on an area 

with a constant radius r. 

mbt internal bending moment per linear measure, acting on an area 

with a constant angle 8. 

B plate modulus. 

E elastic modulus. 

v 

t 

lateral contraction coefficient. 

plate thickness 

The following differential equation can be written down for the displacement 

2 d 3wo 1 d 2wo 1 dwo 
+-------+---= 

r d r3 r2 dr2 r3 dr 

with, E t 3 

B = ---~-
12(1 - v 2 ) 
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The following general resolution of the differential equation (103), can be 

derived: 

Next, the following formula are determined: 

dr2 r dr 
d

2
wo + !!.. dWo ) 

2 (1 + v) c
2 

- (1 - v) ca + [ 2 (1 + v)In r + 3 + v ] C 4 - (3 + v) p r2 ) 
16B 

= -B 

dr2 r dr 
B V d

2
w o + ,.!.. dWo ) 

= B 2(1 + v) c
2 

+ (1 v) ca + [2(1 + v)lnr + 1 + 3v ] c4 - (1 + 3v) pr2 ) 
16B 

s = -B r 

= -B 

For the radial and tangential stress applies: 

s = 12 z mbr 
rr 

12 z mbt Stt = - ----::----

These stresses are maximal for z = 1/2 t. 

The parameters ci can be determined by defining four kinematic andlor 

dynamic boundary conditions. Every time a discontinuity occurs with respect to 

loading situation or support, new equations are needed, which requires four 

more boundary conditions. On the spot of such a discontinuity transition 

conditions have to be stated. 
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The bending of the bottom disk is calculated for three different supporting 
situations. This requires three separate models. For each supporting situation 

the concerning boundary conditions are stated. This gives the appropriate 

number of equations to determine the parameters cj • To resolve the equations, 

the equations are put in a matrix and the inverse of the matrix is determined. 

Next the right column is multiplied with the inverse matrix, which gives the 

values for Cj : 

The spread loading because of own weight of the plate and the stands, is 

represented in resp. the parameters Po and Ps' These parameters are calculated 
as follows: 

Po = P t g 

Ri = Rl - iD tj Ro :: R5 + iD tj 

The values of the above used variables are stated with each model, except for: 

Rl =~ 
R5 

Dtj 

= 1.000 

= 1.820 

= 165 

[m] 

[m] 
[mm] 

On the next pages the models for the three different supporting situations are 
derived. 
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Model I 

Supporting situation 

Po+ Ps 

Po ~ i 
i 

~j l i 

I ! CD @ 1-
I 

Ud 
Ri : Rf :Jr1(!c two Ro I 

j 
mbr 

Figure 66. Supporting disk solely by flange connection, 

Boundary conditions 
kinematic 

1) wo(r = Rt) = 0 

2) d w 0 (r = Rt) "" 0 
dr 

continuity 1 - 2, kinematic 

3) wo(r = Ri) [1] = wo<r Ri) [2) 

4) dwo ( R') dwo ( R') dr r = l [1] = dr r = 1 (2) 

continuity 1 - 2, dynamic 

5) mb/r = Ri) [1] = mb/r = Ri) [2] 

6) s/r = Ri) [1) = Sr(r = Ri) [2] 

dynamic 

7) mb/r = Ro) = 0 

8) sr(r = Ro) = 0 
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M 

1 = Rf"2 =LN(Rf) =Rf"2*LN(Rf) 
0 =2*Rf =lIRf =Rf*(2*LN(Rf)+ 1) 
1 =Ri"2 =LN(Ri) =Ri"2*LN(RI) 
0 =2*Ri =1/Ri =Ri*{2*LN(Ri)+ 1} 
0 =-8*2*(1 +v} =8*(1-v)/(RI"2) =-8*(2*(1 +v)*LN(Ri}+3+v) 
0 0 0 =-4*B/Ri 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 
-1 =-(Ri"2) =-LN(Ri) 
0 =-2*RI =-1/RI 
0 =B*2*(1+v) =-B*(1-v)/(Ri"2) 
0 0 0 
0 =-B*2*(1+v) =B*(1-v)/(Ro"2} 
0 0 0 

0 
0 
=-(Ri"2}*LN(Ri) 
=-Ri*(2*LN(RI}+ 1} 
=8*(2*(1 +v)*LN(Ri)+3+v) 
=4*B/RI 
=-B*(2*(1 +v)*LN(Ro )+3+V} 
=-4*8/Ro 

v 

=(Po*Rf"4)/(S4*8) 
=(Po*Rf"3}/(1S*8) 
=-(Ps*RI"4}/(S4*B) 
=-(Ps*RI"3)/(1S*8) 
=«3+v)*Ps*Ri"2)/16 
=Ps*Ri/2 
=-«3+v)*(Po+Ps)*Ro"2)/16 
=-«Po+Ps)*Ro)/2 



Variables Symbol Value Unit M 

Dimensions 1 0.36 
Radius flange Rf m a 1.20 
Radius inner stands Ri m 1 0.85 
Radius outer slands Ro m 0 1.84 
Thickness of disk I mm 0 --62SE+OS 

0 0 
Material 0 0 
Density rho kg/m A3 a a 
Lateral conlradion coefficient v 
Elasticity modulus E Pa Minv 

~ 
Fysics t.::l 

at Gravily g I<~:::::~:~:rj;ill mfsA2 
I 0.28 
0 0.04 
0 0.57 

Loading 0 0 
Number of stands Nsland 1 0.28 
Mass 01 stand Msland kg 0 0.04 

0 0.57 
Calculated parameters 0 0 
Spread loading f Own weight Po N/mA2 
Spread loading f Slands Ps N/mA2 Displacement Wo 
Plate modulus e Nm 

0.60 Rf<ra<RI 
0.92 RI<rb<Ro 

Note: 
Input variables, parameters Stress Srr ,Stt 

O.SO Rf<ra<Ri 
0.92 RI<rb<Ro 

-0.51 -0.18 
I.S7 ..Q.Ol 
-0.08 -0.07 
1.09 0.77 

1.8SE+OS -7.29E+OS 
0 -1.D2E+07 
0 0 
0 0 

0 ..Q.IO 
0 0.13 
0 -0.10 
0 0 
-I 0.01 
0 ..Q05 
0 ..Q.71 
0 0 

0.92 
1.90 

0.92 
1.90 

a 0 a 0 
0 0 0 0 
-I -0.85 0.08 0.07 
0 -1.84 -1.09 ..Q.7I 
0 6.25E+OS -1.8SE+06 1.29E+06 
0 a 0 1.02E+07 
0 -B.2SE+06 4.33E+05 -1.18E+07 
a 0 0 -4. 93 E+06 

8.26E-08 -BA7E-08 1.IIE-07 -3.04E..Q7 
-114E..Q7 9.IIE..Q9 -1.52E..Q7 3.6SE-07 
B.17E-08 -6.64E-08 1.1OE-07 -2.S4E-07 

0 -9.81 E-08 a -2.03E-07 
-2.27E..Q8 5.24E..Q9 1 .1 I E-07 -3.04E-07 
-S.85E..Q9 1.1SE..Q9 -1.52E..Q7 3.SSE..Q7 
-9.88E-OS I.S7E-08 1.IOE-07 -2.64E..Q7 

a 0 0 -2.03E..Q7 

0.0 
-20.5 

O.SO m 412 
1.90 m 0 

mm 
mm 

Ca 
Cb 
Cc 
Cd 
Ce 
C 
C9 
Ch 

1 

N/mmA2 
NlmmA2 

V 

3.302E..Q6 
2.202E-OS 
--6.02E..Q4 
-2.62E-03 
2.22E+04 
5.79E+04 

-9.7SE+04 
-1.23E+0!j 

c 

0.02381 
..Q.02772 
0.02012 
0.01930 
0.02702 

..Q.03009 
0.02253 
0.02499 

-137 NlmmA2 
-47 N/mmA2 



Model II 

Supporting situation 

F 
Po+ Ps D y-.., 

Po 

! J ! ! M 

I ! CD~l®l-
/ r\ RI 

! 
Rf /'\ 

! 
! 
I 

Rs __ i 

:=Jr2 (1c lwo I 

Ro i 
mbr - --""-

Figure 67. Supporting disk with large axial bearing. 

The force F induced by the shaft via flange, is equal to: 

F = (mshaft + 2mracl,ingdisk)g 

Boundary conditions 
kinematic 

1) dwo (r = Rf) = 0 
dr 

dynamic 

2) s (r = Rf) = _F_ 
r 2rcRf 

continuity 1 -;. 2, kinematic 

3) wo(r = Ri) [II = wo(r = Ri) [21 

4) dwo ( R') dwo ( R') 
d r r = 1, [1] = d r r = 1, [2] 

continuity 1 -;. 2, dynamic 

5) mbr(r = Ri) [1] = mbr(r = Ri) [2] 

6) s r< r = Ri) [1] s r ( r = Ri) [21 
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kinematic 

continuity 2 - 3, kinematic 

8) wo(r = Rs) [2] = wo(r = Rs) [3) 

9) d w 0 (r = Rs) [2J = d w 0 (r = Rs) [3J 
dr dr 

continuity 2 - 3, dynamic 

10) mbr (r = Rs) [2] mbr (r = Rs) [3] 

dynamic 

11) mbr(r = Ro) = 0 

12) s/r = Ro) = 0 
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M V 

0 -2'Af -IIAI -Rf'(2*LN(AI)+ 1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .(po'AI>3)/(IS'B) 
0 0 0 _4'BlRI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -FI(2'PIO'Rf)- Po'Rfl2 
1 .Ri"2 =LN(Ai) -Ri>2*LN(Ai) -I _(RiA2) _LN(Ai) _(AiA2)'LN(Ri) 0 0 0 0 =-(Ps'AN)/(64'B) 
a -2'Ai -1/Ai -Ri'(2'LN(Ri)+ 1) 0 --2'Ai .-I/Ai -Ri'(2'LN(Ri)+ 1) 0 0 0 0 _(Ps'AiA3)/(16'B) 

I-l 0 .-B'2'(1 +v) -B'(I-v)/(Ai>2) -B*(2'(1+v)'lN(Ri)+3+v) 0 -B'2'(I+V) =-B'(1-v)I(AiA2) =B'(2'(1 +v)*lN(Ri)+3+v) 0 0 0 a =«(3+v)'Ps*Ri>2)/16 
t-.:l 
00 0 0 0 .-4*BlAi 0 0 0 =4'BlAi 0 0 0 0 -Ps'Ai12 

0 0 0 0 1 _RsA2 =LN(As) _Rs>2'LN(As) 0 0 0 0 _«PO+Ps)'RsA4)f(64'B) 
0 0 0 0 1 _RsA2 -LN(Rs) .ASA2*LN(As) -I _(RSA2) .-IN(As) __ (RSA2)'LN(As) a 
0 0 0 0 0 -2*As -l/Rs -As'(2'LN(As)+ 1) 0 -2'As .-1!As .-Rs'(2'LN(Rs)+1) 0 
0 0 0 0 a .-B'2'(1+V) _B'(1-v)/(RsA2) .-B'(2'(1+V)'LN(Rs)+3+v) 0 -B'2'(l+v) _B'(1-v)I(RsA2) _B'(2'( 1 +v)'lN(Rs)+3+V) 0 
0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 -B'2'(1+v) _B'(I-v)/(RoA2) -B'(2'(1+v)'lN(Ro)+3+v) =«3+v)'(Po+Ps)'RoA2)/16 
0 ~~o~ ..... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a =4'BlRo _(Po+Ps)'RoI2 



Variables 

Dimensions 
Radius flange 
Radius inner stands 
Radius support (bearing) 
Radius outer stands 
Thickness of disk 

Material 
Density 
Lateral contraction coefficient 
Elasticity modulus 

Fysics 
Gravity 

Loading 
Mass of shaft 
Mass of racking disk 
Number of stands 
Mass of stand 

Calculated parameters 
Vertical force via flange 
Spread loading I Own weight 
Spread loading I Stands 
Plate modulus 

Note: 
Input variables, parameters 

Symbol Value 

Rf 
Ai 
Rs 
Ro 

rho 
v 
E 

F 181300 
Po 3822 
Ps 125947 
B 2343El,91 

= 

Unit 

m 
m 
m 
m 

mm 

kglmA3 

Pa 

kg 
kg 

kg 

N 
NlmA2 
Nlm'2 

Nm 

M 

0 1,20 1,67 -0,01 
0 0 0 -l,SSE+07 
I 0,85 -0,08 -0,07 
0 1.84 1,09 0.77 
0 ·6,25E+06 l,8SE+06 -7,29E+06 
0 0 0 -1,02E+07 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

Mlnv 

-0,27 ·1.12E-07 I 0,23 
0,04 8,97E-08 0 0,13 
0,57 -6,51E-08 0 -0,10 

0 -S,40E-08 0 0 
-0,27 -1.12E-07 0 0,33 
0,04 8,97E-Oe 0 -0,05 
0,57 -S,SlE.oe 0 -0,71 

0 -B,40E-08 0 0 
-0,27 -2,85E-08 0 0,33 
0,04 4, 18E-09 0 -O,OS 
O,S7 6,03E-OB 0 -0,71 

0 0 0 0 

Displacement Wo 

0,80 Rf<fikRi 0,92 
0,92 Ri<rb<Rs 1.40 
t,4O Rs<fC<FIo 1,90 

Stress Srr,Btl 

0,60 Rf<ra<Ri 0,92 
0,92 Ri<rb<Rs 1.40 
1.40 Rs<fC< Flo 1.90 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
-1 -0,85 0,08 0,07 
0 -1.84 -1.09 -0,77 
0 6,25E..o6 ·1,85E+06 7,29E+06 
0 0 0 1,02E+07 
1 1.96 0,34 0,66 
I 1.96 0,34 0,66 
0 2,80 0,71 2,34 
0 -6,2SE+06 7,97E..o5 ·9,92E+OS 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

1,52E-07 7,3SE-08 I 0 
-1,14E-07 ·4,6SE·Oe 0 0 
8,17E.oS 3,34E-08 0 0 

0 0 0 0 
4,67E-08 1.B3E-07 1 0 
-6.SSE-09 -l,36E-07 0 0 
-9.8SE-OB 1.17E-07 0 0 
O.ooE..oO 9,81 E-08 0 0 
4,67E-08 3,SSE-08 1 -I 
-B,85E-09 -S,2SE-09 0 0 
-9,88E-08 -7,S8E-08 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

-0,77 
0,00 

-0.48 

O,SO m -45,8 
1.40 m 45,5 

1.90 m 0,0 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
-1 -1,96 -0,34 
0 -2,80 -0.71 
0 S,25E..oS -7,97E+OS 
0 6,25E+06 ·4,33E+05 
0 0 0 

-0,09 2,22E·07 ·2,62E-07 
0,05 -t ,29E-07 1.52E-07 
-0,04 9,30E-OB -1,tOE-07 

0 0 0 
-0,09 2,22E-07 -2.62E-07 
O,OS -l,29E.o7 l,S2E-07 
-0,04 9,30e.o8 -1.1 0 E-07 

0 0 0 
0,46 1,54E-07 -2,62E-07 
-0,07 -2,25E-OS 1,S2E-07 
.0,97 -3,25E-07 -l,10E-07 

0 0 0 

mm 
mm 
mm 

NlmmA2 15.3 
NlmmA2 -15,3 
NlmmA2 -3,2 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

-0,66 
-2,34 

9,92E..oS 
1.1SE+07 
4,93E..os 

l,39E-07 
-B,tOE-OB 
S,B3E-08 

0 
1,39E-07 
-8,10E-OS 
5,83E-OS 

0 
4.03E-07 
-3,52E-07 
4,58E-07 
2,03E-07 

NlmmA2 
NlmmA2 
NlmmA2 

t 

i 
j 

I 

Ca 
Cb 
Co 
Cd 
Ce 

C 
Cg 
Ch 
C 
C 

Ck 
C 

V 

2,2E·05 
4,69E+04 
-B,02E·04 
-2,62E·03 
2,22E..o4 
5,79E..o4 
3,32E·03 

o 
o 
o 

9.7SE+04 
1,23E+05 

c 

-0,00390 

0,00354 
-0,00258 
-0,00300 
-0,00069 
0,00117 

-0,00015 
0,00266 
0,02832 

-0.02864 
0,04358 
0,02499 



Model III 

Supporting situation 

-
Ri Rf 

Rs 

Ro 

Figure 68. Supporting disk with tie rods. 

First, the parameters lsupport = 1 and WSUppOI.' = wsup' have to be determined. The 
following can be derived, with n = number of supports (see also figure 69): 

wsup = Al * cosa 

M 0 e = - -
1 E 

F= Fsupport 

n cosa 

A = wsupport * 

Wsup = 

1 = 
Rs - Rx 

sina 

F ---AE 

t support 

M Fl 
<=> = 

AE 
<=> 

= Ws * ts 

with, 
~ Fsupport 

n ........................... -n:ciiiiX 

Figure 69. Determination of wsup. 
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Boundary conditions 

kinematic 

1) w 0 (r = Rf) = 0 

2) d w 0 (r Rf) = 0 
dr 

continuity 1 - 2, kinematic 

3) wo(r = Ri) [1] = wo(r = Ri) [2J 

4) dwo ( R') dwo ( R') -- r = 1, [1] = -- r = 1, [2] 
dr dr 

continuity 1 - 2, dynamic 

5) mbr(r = Ri) [1] = mbr(r = Ri) [2] 

6) Sr(r = Ri) [1] = sr(r = Ri) [2) 

kinematic 

7) w 0 (r = Rs) ': W sup 

continuity 2 - 3, kinematic 

8) wo(r Rs) (2) = wo(r = Rs) [3] 

9) dwo ( R) dwo ( 
dr r ': s [2] = --;Jr r Rs) (3) 

continuity 2 - 3, dynamic 

10) mbr(r = Rs) [2] = mb/r = Rs) [3J 

dynamic 

11) mbr(r = Ro) = 0 

12) sr(r=Ro) 0 
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M V 

1 .Rf"2 .LN(Rf) -Rf"2'LN(Rf) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 =(Po'Rf"4)1(64 '8) 

0 =2'Rf =HRf =Ar(2'LN(Rf)+I) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -(Po'Rf"3)1(16'B) 

1 -Rr2 _LN(RQ _Ar2'LN(Ri) -1 _-(RiA2) =-LN{Ri) =-(Rr2)'LN(Ri) 0 0 0 0 =-(Ps'RiA4)1(64 '8) 

-2'Ri -VRi -Ri'(2'LN(Ri)+ 1) 0 -2'Ri --lIRi _-Ri'(2'LN(Ri)+1) 0 0 0 =-(Ps'RiA3)1(IS'B) 
I--' 0 --B'2'(1+V) _B'(1-v)I(RiA2) -a'(2'(l+Yj'LN(Rij+3+v) 0 .B'2'(1+Yj =-B'(I-v)I(Ar2) =B'(2'(I+v)'LN(Ri)+3+v) 0 0 0 0 -«3+Yj'Ps'Ri"2)/16 
~ 
~ 0 0 0 --4'BlRi 0 0 0 =4'B!Ri 0 0 0 -Ps'Ri!2 

0 0 0 0 1 ""Rs1I.2 =LN(Rs) =RsA2'LN(Rs) 0 0 0 =«(PO+Ps)'RsA4 )1(54' B)+Wsupil 000 

0 0 0 0 _RsA2 -LN(Rs) _RSA2'LN(Rs) -1 __ (RSA2) --LN(Rs) __ (RsA2)'LN(Rs) 0 
0 0 0 0 0 =2'Rs -HRs _Rs'(2'LN(Rs)+1) 0 .. ~2·Rs ~l1Rs --Rs'(2'LN(Rs)+I) 0 
0 0 0 0 0 =-B'2'(l+Yj _B'(I_Yj/(RsA2) --B' (2' (1 +v)'LN(Rs)+3+v) 0 -B'2'(I+v) _-B'(1-V)I(RsA2) -B'(2'(1+v)'LN(Rs)+3+v) 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -B'2'(I+v) =-B'(I-v)1(RoA2) =B'(2'(I+v)'LN(Ro)+3+v) .«3+V)'(Po+Ps)'RoA2)115 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 =4'B!Ro =(Po+Ps)'Rol2 



Varl_. Symbol Value Una M v 

Dimert8i<JrnJ 1 0.36 ·0.51 ·0.1$ 0 0 0 0 0 0 U02E-06 
Radius axI .... haft Ax m 0 1.20 1.67 ·0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.202E-05 
Radlu. lang. Rf m 1 0.85 .{).os ·0.07 ·1 ·0.B5 0.08 0.07 0 0 0 -6.02E·04 
Radius Inner _ RI m 0 l.84 1.09 0.77 0 -1.84 -1.09 -0.77 0 0 0 ·2.62E·03 
Radius support Ra m 0 -6.25E.06 USE.06 ·7.29E.06 0 6.25E.06 ·U5E.06 7.29E.06 0 0 
Rac!u. out., stands Ro m 0 0 -1.02E.07 0 0 0 1.02E.01 0 0 
Thlokn ••• of disk mm 0 2.25 0.41 0.91 0 0 

0 0 1 2.25 0.41 0.91 -1 ·2.25 .{).41 '{).91 
Mt1lIlria/ 0 0 0 0 3.00 0.67 2.72 0 ·3.00 .{).67 ·2.72 

D<msi1¥ rho k9'm"3 0 0 0 0 ·6.2SE.06 6.94E+05 -1.03E.07 0 6.2SE+OS -6.94E.05 1.03E+07 
Latoral <»ntradIon COlIffIcient v 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6.2SE.OS -4.33E+05 USE.07 
Elasticity modulus E Pa 0 !L 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 4.93E+OS 

Fysics Mlnv 
Gravity 9 I:::::::::::;:::::::::::::~ mts"2 

2.75 1.33 -1.75 .{).78 ·S.42E-06 -5.92E.{)$ -1.75 0.06 -1.90E·07 2.17E·07 -9.10E·08 
Loading ·2.05 -1.19 2.05 0.93 U7E·OB 6.12E-08 2.05 -0.08 2.03E·07 ·2.32E'{)7 9.70E'{)S -O,OQ132 

..... Numberof._ =!:~i:::::j:::::i:i:iill 1.49 1.46 ·1.49 ·0.64 -3.45E-08 -4,46E-06 -1,49 0.04 -1.4Se·07 1.69E-07 -7.07E·oa Cc 0.00098 
CI.:> Mass of Oland I<g 0.82 ·1.38 -1 0 0 ·1.38 0.07 ·2.26e·07 2.58E·07 -1.08E·07 Cd 0.00154 
CI.:> 2.75 1.$3 -2.75 ·0.68 ·1,6OE-07 3.08E·Oa -1.75 0.06 ·1.90E-07 2.17E·07 -9.10E-08 C. 0.00447 

Support pr"P"fll"" ·2.06 -1.19 2,05 0,75 1.53E·07 -2.8BE·OS 2.05 -0.06 2.03E·07 ·2.32E·07 9.70E'{)S Cf -0.00369 
Number of supports n 1,49 1.46 -1.49 -1.29 ·2,15E·07 3.84E·08 -1.49 0,04 ·1.48E-07 1.69E·07 -7.07E·08 Os 0.00338 
Angle of support wl1h vertical ang degrees 0.82 -1.38 -1 -1,08E·07 2,0IE·08 ·1.38 0 ·2,26E·07 2.56E·07 -1.08E·07 Ch 0.00722 
Wid1h of support ws m 0.91 0.22 -0.91 0,04 -1.54E-08 3.87E'{)9 0.09 ·1 0.62 8.69E-08 ·1.26E·07 3.25E'{)7 0,02823 
Thickness of suppert 10 mm -0.11 -0.03 0.11 -0.01 1,9OE-09 -4,78E·l0 0.11 0 -0.08 ·U6E-09 1.31E·07 -3.40E·07 -0.02665 

·1.61 -0,40 1.61 -0.08 2.75E-OS ·S.90E·09 1.61 -1.11 -4.13E-07 6.29E'{)7 0.04334 
Calculated p....",./NIJ 0 0 0 0 0 2.03E-07 
Spread loading I Own weight Po 3822 NIm'2 
Spread loading I Stando Po 125947 Nlm"2 Dioplacomenl Wo 
F'lalamodulus B 2343691 Nm 
Length of support I I ,so m am 

NImm'2 

No"', 
Inputv-. "....""s/NIJ I::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::J 

S1rtss Srr,slt 

0.60 Rl<rll<RI 0.82 r. 0.60 m Srr= 13.6 _2 911:= -4.5 NImm'2 
0.92 Ri<:rb<Rs 1.SO II> 1.50 m Srr. 27.6 _2 SlI:= ·12.1 NImm'2 
1.50 Rs"'c<Ro 1.90 ,. 1.90 m Srrc 0.0 _2 SIb -3,6 _2 



Rf<ra<Ri Wo= =(Ca+Cb*ra"2+Cc*LN(ra)+Cd*ra"2*LN(ra)-(Po*ra"4)/(64*B»*1000 
Rkrb<Rs Wo= =(Ce+Cf*rb"2+Cg*LN(rb )+Ch*rb"2*LN(rb)-( (Po+Ps) *rb"4)/(64 *B) )*1000 
Rs<rc<Ro Wo= =(Ci+Cj*rd"2+Ck*LN (rd)+CI*rd"2*LN( rd)-( (Po+Ps) *rd"4)/( 64 *8»*1 000 

Rkrb<Rs Srr= 
Rs<rc<Ro Srr= 



mm 
11000000 N/mmll2 



9.9.2 Determination of the plate thickness 

Option III is chosen to support the bottom disk. Therefore, for this situation the 

influence of the plate thickness on displacement and stresses is determined and 

shown in the figures below. 

Displacement -Wo (r=Rmax) [mm] 

7 

5 1\ 
\ 
\ 

4 

'\ 
~ -

2 

o 
20 30 40 50 60 7Q eo 

Plate thickness [mm] 

Figure 70. The maximal displacement as a function of the plate thickness. 

S1ress [N/mm'2] 

180 
! I I I I 

160 I _ Maximal radial stress plate ~<'-~ Maximal Slress support r-\ I 
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\ i I 
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" I 

'" 
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80 

"' I, ..................... ~~ 

------ I 
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20 
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Plate thickness [mm) 

Figure 71. Stress in plate and support as a function of the plate thickness. 

From both figures can be seen that a plate thickness of 50 mm is sufficient in 

respect of both stress and displacement. Further enlargement of the plate 

thickness doesn't add significantly to the reduction of the maximal dis

placement (see figure 70). 
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9.10 Determination of the bearings 

The bearings type, size and friction are determined according to [31] and [32]. 

9.10.1 Bearing type and size 

Because of the low number of revolutions of the carrousel, the bearings A and B 

are static loaded (n = 0.13 [l/min]). 

Bearing A 

Bearing A has to withstand both an axial and a radial force. These forces are 

equal to (see (82),(91),(§ 9.8.2»: 

Fa = Fax + mshaft g = 1359 [kNJ with g = 10 [m/s2] 
(134) 

= 115 [kNJ 

The loading situation is a combination of a 

high axial force and a radial force. Therefore a 

choice has to be made between an angular 

contact ball bearing or a barrel thrust bearing. 

Since angular contact ball bearings don't have 

the required static load ratings, a barrel thrust 

bearing is selected (see figure 72). 

Figure 72. Barrel thrust bearing. 

For this type of bearing the following applies for the static load rating Co: 

Co = So Po 

In this case So = 4 (shock loads), which gives: Co = 6680 000 [N] (minimal) 

Because bearings with a Co around 7 MN have an internal diameter which is 

too small, a bigger bearing has to be selected. On the other hand bearings with 

an internal diameter of 880 mm (= shaft diameter) are very expensive. 

Therefore shaft-ends are designed with a smaller external diameter then 880 

mm, but with at least the same A and W: 
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The first external diameter that can meet these requirements is: d = 530 mm. 

In this case the internal diameter of the shaft-end is equal to 330 mm. 

The barrel thrust bearing with an internal diameter of 530 mm, has the 

following properties: 

Designation: 293/530 

d = 530; D = 800; H = 160; A = 53000 

Co = 23 600 000 

Remarks: 

• Since Fa + 2.7Fr = 0.07 Co, the maximal allowed slope of the shaft"", 2 
degrees. 

• The minimal axial force that can occur during operation, should be bigger 

then Fam' This minimal axial loading is required because otherwise the roll 

bodies start to slip. Fam can be calculated with (32) as follows: 

Fa min ~ F am = 1.8 Fr + A (_n_)2 = 207 [kN] with, 
, 1000 

n = <p 60 = 0.13 [l/min] 
2n 

The minimal axial force occurs when there are no stands stored in the 

carrousel and can be calculated with (79) and (134) as follows: 

Fa,min ': Fa - F10ad = 239 [kN] 

Since F a,min > Fam , there is no risk of slipping of the roll bodies. 
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BearingB 

Bearing B is only loaded with a radial force. This force is equal to (see (91»: 

Fr max = 86.8 [kN] , 

Fr,min.... 0 [kN] 

Fr,min = 0 occurs when there is no wind and the 
carrousel is equally loaded. This makes that a 

bearing with roll bodies cannot be used. Once F r 

drops to zero, there isn't enough pressure inside the 

bearing to rotate the roll bodies and they start to 

slip. This damages the bearing surfaces and reduces 

lifetime. Therefore a (maintenance free) spherical 

plain bearing is chosen (see figure 73). These are 

the only plain bearings with sufficient internal dia
meter. They also allow an angle of tilt equal to 

about 3 degrees. 
Figure 73. 

The following applies for the required static load rating Co: 

Co = So Po 

(139) 

Spherical plain 
bearing. 

In this case So = 2 (steel-on-bronze), which gives: Co = 173600 LN] (minimal) 

Because the same kind of shaft-end is used as for bearing A, the required 

internal diameter of the bearing d = 530 mm. This bearing has the following 
properties: 

Designation: GEC 530 PSA 

d = 530; D = 710; B = 243; C = 205 

Co = 12 500 000 
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9.10.2 Bearing friction 

The frictional moment induced by the bearings can be determined as follows: 

Bearing A 

MA = Mo + Ml 

In this case Mo is the load-independent and M} the load-dependent frictional 

moment. 

Mo = 160 * 10-7 fo dm
3 = 42300 [Nmm] with, 

fo = 9 

d = d + D = 665 [mm] 
m 2 

Ml = fl PI a d m b = 361500 [Nmm] with, 

a=l ; b=l 

fl :: 0.0004 

P l Fa:: 1359 * 103 [N] 

This results in: 

MA = 404 [Nm] 

MA (¢ = 0) :: 8*M = 3232 [Nm] 

BearingB 

MB = 0.5 * 10-3 u P dm = 4036 [Nm] with, 

u = 0.15 

P :: Fr•max = 86800 [N] 

D+d d m = = 620 [mm] 
2 
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The total frictional moment induced by the bearings, is equal to: 

Mfric1ion bearings = MA + MB = 4440 [Nm] (145) 

The frictional moment when there's no rotation, is equal to: 

Mrric1wnbearings(CP = 0) = MA(cp = 0) + MB(cp = 0) = 7268 [Nm] (146) 
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9.11 Determination of the required power 

The mechanical power needed to rotate the carrousel can be formulated as 

follows: 

P = [Minertia + Mfriction stand/drum + Mfriction bearings] ¢ with, 

Minertia = I i:p 

With formulas (32),(33),(56),(77) and (145), the required mechanical power is 

equal to: 

P = 420 [W] 

With formulas (77) and (146) the required torque during start-up can be 

calculated. This torque, when at first there's no rotation, is equal to: 

TdriueUP = 0) = Mfriction stmul/drum + Mfricthm bearing/¢ = 0) = 32.4 [kNm] 
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Appendix 10 

10. Estimation of the total reachable time reduction 

Round Tripping 

According to measurements done on four conventional rigs [29], the average 

cycle time per stand needed for: 

tripping in 

tripping out 

average 

= 71 sec. 

= 79 sec. 

= 75 sec. 

It is assumed that the stated difference between tripping in and out, is because 

of the fact that hoisting takes a bit longer then lowering. Therefore, the same 

difference between tripping in and out is taken into account for the system. The 

total cycle time reachable with the system during tripping in, is equal to 49 

seconds (see Appendix 9.1). This results in the following cycle times: 

tripping in = 49 sec. 

tripping out = 57 sec. 

average = 53 sec. 

The reduction in cycle time is equal to: 

75 - 53 
RtriPpiT18 = 75 * 100% = 29.3 % 

From figure 1 (Chapter 1) can be seen that 12.5 % of the total operation time is 

spend on tripping. This means that the reduction in total operation time 
because of faster tripping is equal to: 

Rj = 29.3 % * 12.5 % = 3.7 % 
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Pick Up 

According to [29], the average cycle time needed for adding singles during 

drilling, is equal to: 

adding singles during drilling = 127.3 sec. 

In this case the vertical movement of the string is left out of consideration. In 

other words the stated cycle time is the real handling time of a single on the 

rig-floor. 

The cycle time needed for running singles that can be reached with the system 

is equal to 41 seconds (see Appendix 7.1). Also here, the vertical manipulation 

of the string is not taken into account. So the only time that remains is the real 

handling time of a single. This cycle time is equal to 41 - 6.5 = 34.5 seconds. 

Let's consider an average well of 3000 m in depth. The required number of 
singles is equal to: 

Range II 

Range III 
335 singles 

230 singles 

The reachable cycle time reduction compared to a conventional rig that uses 

range II drill pipe is equal to: 

Raddin8 singles = 
335 * 127.3 - 230 * 34.5 = 81 % 

335 * 127.3 

From figure 1 (Chapter 1) can be seen that 26 % of the total operation time is 

spend on drilling. From this drilling time about 5% is spend on actually adding 

singles to the string. This means that the reduction in total operation time 
because of faster single handling, is equal to: 

RII = 81 % * 26 % * 5 % 1.1 % 
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Total Operation Time 

It's assumed that the reverse operation, laying down singles at the end of the 

drilling operation, provides approximately the same time reduction as the pick 

up operation. If also an extra pick up and lay down operation is taken into 

account because of the change to a smaller drill pipe, the total reduction in 

operation time can be estimated as follows: 

The above time reduction can be translated into the following cost saving: 

Let's consider an average duration of 60 days to drill a well. 

Multiplying this duration with R == 8.1 % gives a time reduction of about 5 
days. 

The average spread-rate to drill a well is equal to 35 U$/minlwell, in other 

words the total cost savings are 5 * 24 * 60 * 35 == 252000 U$/well. 

The average number of wells drilled a year is equal to 600. 

Let's assume that mechanization applies to 50 % of all the drilling rigs. This 

means that the total saving is equal to 300 * 252000 = 75.6 M$/year. 
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Glossary 

A 

API American Petroleum Institute. Founded in 1920; 

national oil trade association which maintains a Division of 

Production with offices in Dallas, Texas. The A.P.1. is the 

leading standardizing organization on oil field drilling and 

producing equipment, having published a great many codes 

covering such matters. Also it has divisions of transporta

tion, refining and marketing. 

additive A substance or compound which is added to a 

larger volume of another substance to change the character

istics of the latter. In the oil industry, additives are used in 

lubricating oil, fuels, dl'ilLing mud, and in cement for casing. 

annular space The space surrounding a cylindrical object. 

within a cylinder. The space around a pipe suspended in a 

wellbol'e is often termed the omwlu.s, and ils outer wall may 

be either the wall of the borehole or Ule casing. 

annulus See m/Jtular space. 

B 

BOP Blowout preventer. 

back up To hold one section of an object, such as pipe, 

while another is being screwed into or out of it. The back-up 

wrench OJ' tongs refers to equipment being used to hold the 

pipe. 

bit The cutting or boring element used in drilling oil and 

gas wells. The bit is connected to a drill collar at the end of 

t.he drill string. It consist of a cutting element and a circulat

ing element. The circulating element pet'mits the passage of 

drilling fluid and utilizes the hydraulic force of the fluid 

stream to improve drilling rates. 

block One Or more pulleys or sheaves mounted to rotate on 

a common axis; any assembly of pulleys on a common frame

work. The crown block is an assembly of sheaves mounled on 

beams at the top of the denick. The drilling line is reeved 

over the sheaves of the crown block altel'llately with the 

sheaves of the travelling block, which is hoisted and lowel'ed 

in the den'ick by means of the drilling line. 

block retraction A provision which retracts the block with 

top drive and elevator out of the well centre axis. 'This makes 

it possible to stab a new tubular hefore the block is hoisted 

or to lower the block before a tubular has been taken away. 
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blowout An uncontrolled flow of gas, oil and other forma

tion fluids from a well to the atmosphere. A well blows out 

when formation pressure exceeds the pressure being applied 

to it by the column of drilling mud. 

blowout pl'eventel' Equipment, consisting of several 

valves, installed at the wellhead to prevent the escape of 

pressure either in the annulal' space between the casing and 

drill pipe or in open hole (Le., hole with no drill pipe) during 

drilling or completion operations. 

borehole The well bore; the hole made by drilling a well. 

box The female section of a tooljoint. See tooljoil1.t. 

break out Refers to the act of unscrewing one section of 

pipe from another section, especially in the case of drill pipe 

while it is being withdrawn from the wellbore. During this 

operation the break Ollot txmgs are used to start the unscrew

ing operation. 

break out tong See wngs and brea,k out. 

c 

cased hole A wellbore in which casing has been run. 

casing Sleel pipe placed in an oil or gas well as drilling 

progl'Osses. The function of casing is to prevent the wall of 

the hole from caving during drilling, and to provide a means 

of extracting Ihe oil if the well is productive. Casing is manu

factured in lengths of about 12 meter. 

casing cementing The practice of filling the space between 

casing and hole with cement in order to pl'Ovent fluid migra

tion between permeable zones and to support the casing. 

casing centralizer A device that is secured around the 

casing to centralize the pipe in the hole and thus pl'Ovide a 

uniform cement sheath around the pipe. 

casing stl'ing The entire length of all joints of casing run 

in a well. Each joint is connected to another while casing is 

run in a well. 

circulate Pumping drilling mud from the suction pit 

through the drill pipe to the bottom of the well and return it 

by way of the annulus. 

coiled tubing One continuous, flexible drill pipe on a spool. 

Drilling with coiled tubing eliminates the need for making 



connections, but requires a down-hole motor and special 

hoisting equipment (tracks). 

collar See drill oollar. 

contractor See drilling contractor. 

critical path The sequence of operations that determine 

the cycle time of the total operation. 

Cl'Own block See block. 

cut-off length The length of the drill line that is scrapped 

per cutting operation of the drill line. 

cutting the drill line Scrapping a part of the drill line 

once a certain amount of hoisting work has been executed by 

that part.. A new part of the drill line is put in place by 

slipping the line through the blocks and connect it to the 

dlllwworks. 

cuttings Fragments of rock dislodged by the bit and 

bl'ought to the surfuce in the drilling mud. 

D 

day rate See rig rate 

derrick Anyone of a large number of types of load-bearing 

structures/constructions. In drilling the standal'd derrick has 

four legs standing at the corners of the substructure and 

reaching to the crown block. 

denickman The crew member whose wO/'k station is 

uppermost in the derl'ick while the drill pipe is being hoisted 

or lowered into the hole. 

doping Apply a lubricating compound to the threads of a 

tooljoint. 

down time That period of time when an item of equipment 

or total system cannot be operated because of repair 01' 

maintenance. 

drawworks The hoisting mechanism on a drilling rig. It is 

essentially a large winch, which spools off 01' takes in the 

drilling line, and thus raises 01' lowers t.he travelling block 

with the concerning load (most of the time the drill string). 

drill bit See bit 

drill collar Heavy, thick-walled tube, usually steel, 

employed between the drill pipe and the bit in the drill 

string to provide weight on the bit in O/·der to improve its 

performance. 
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drill pipe The heavy tubing used to rotate the bit and 

circulate the drilling mud. Joints of pipe 9.4 meter in length 

are commonly used and are coupled togethel' with tooljoints. 

drill stling A string or column of drill pipe. Fl'Om one to 

t.hirty collars may be used at the bottom of the drill string to 

put weight on bit. 

driller The employee in charge of a drilling or workover rig 

and crew. The operation of the drilling and hoisting equip

ment constitutes his main duty. 

drilling contractor An individual or group of individuals 

that own a drilling rig or rigs and contract their services for 

drilling wells to a certain depth. 

drilling crew A driller, derrickman, and two or more 

helpers make up a drilling crew to operate a drilling or 

workover rig for one tour each day. 

drilling line Wire rope used to support the drill tools. 

drilling mud See mud. 

dlilling rig The derrick, drawworks and attendant surface 

equipment of a drilling 01' workover unit 

E 

elevatol' A clamp which grips a stand 01' column of casing, 

tubing 01' drill pipe so that it can be lowered or raised inlout 

of tile hole. 

F 

fingeli:loard A rack that supports the tops of the stands of 

pipe being stored in the derrick or mast. It has several slots 

into which the derrickman can set a stand of drill pipe as it 

is pulled out of the hole. 

flOOl'ntan A member of the drilling crew whose work sta

tion is on the rig-floor. Normally there are two floormen on 

each crew, but three or more men are used on heavy duty 

rigs. 

H 

hook The large hook from which the elevator tie rods 01' the 

swivel is suspended. It is designed to carry maximum loads 

ranging from 100 tons to 500 tons, and is free to turn upon 

bealings in its sUPpol·ting housing. A strong spring within 

the assembly sel'Ves to cushion the weight of a stand, thus to 



permit make up and break out with less damage to the 

toolj oin ts threads. 

I 

interlock Control signal between two opel'ations that 

prevents one operation from starting before the other 

operation has been executed. Once the first operation is 

finished a go-signal is given to the second operation. This 

prevents technical equipment from interaction 01' collision, 

iron l'OUghneek Automatic torque wrench used for making 

and breaking the connections bet,ween tubular, 

J 

joint A single length of drill pipe, drill collar, casing or 

tubing that has thl'eaded connections at both ends. See swnd 

and single. 

K 

kelly The heavy square or hexagonal steel member which is 

suspending from the swivel through the rotary table and 

connected to the topmost joint of drill pipe to turn the drill 

string. It has a bored passageway that permits fluid to be 

pumped down from the swivel inl,o the drill string. 

kelly bushing A special device that, when fitted intn the 

'lUI,sf"r bushing, transmits torque 10 the kelly and simulta

neously permits vertical movement of the kelly to make hole. 

L 

latch on To attach elevators to a section of pipe. 

laying down pipe Refers to the operation of pulling the 

dt'HI string ft'om the hole, unsel'ewing it into single joints and 

laying it down on the pipe rack. The operation takes place 

upon completion of the well, plioI' to running casing when 

the drill pipe will no longel' be used, or when changing from 

one size of pipe to another. 

htmp sum A pl'edefined fixed sum for the total completion 

of the well agreed upon by the drilling amtraeter and Ure 

operateI'. 
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M 

make a connection To attach a joint or stand of drill pipe 

on to the dlill stl'ing suspended in the wellbol'e. 

make a trip Consists of hoisting the drill stl'lng out of and 

returning it into the well bore. This is done for the purpose of 

changing bits, preparing to take a core etc. 

make up 1) To assemble and join parts to form a complete 

unit, as to make up a string of casing. Also, simply to serew 

together two threaded pieces, 2) To prepare a certain oper

ation. 

make up a joint To screw one length of pipe into another 

length of pipe. 

mast A portable derrick, capable of being erected as a unit, 

as distinguished from a standard derlick which cannot be 

raised to a working position as a unit, but is of holted con

struction and must be assembled part by part. 

mastel' bushing A metal adapter used to reduce the size of 

the opening through the rotary table for special purposes, 

such as to fit the slips 01' to fit the kelly bushi1lg. 

monkey boal'd The platform on which the del'l'ickman 

works during the time the crew is making a trip. 

mouse hole A hole ddlled under the rig-floor in which a 

lengt.h of d l'iIl pipe is temporarily suspended for later connec, 

tion to the drill string. 

mouse hole connection The procedure of adding a length 

of drill pipe te the active string whereby the length to be 

added is placed in the mouse hole, made up to the kelly, then 

pulled out of the mouse hole and subsequently made up into 

the string. With a top drive the length of drill pipe is first 

pulled out of the mouse hole, made up into the string and 

after that the top drive/drill pipe connection is made. 

mud The liquid that is circulated through the wellbore 

during drilling and workover operations. 

N 

nozzles Special shaped holes in the body of the bit through 

which the drilling mud is discharged, forming a powerful jet. 

o 

operator The person or company, either proprietor or 

lessee, actually operating an oilwell or lease. 



p 

picking up pipe Refers to the operation of hoisting pipe 

from the pipe rack, via the pipe ramp, thro\lgh the V-door, on 

the rig-floor. Next the pipe is connected to the string at well 

centre. 

pin The male section of the tooijoint. See tooljoint. 

pipe au field tubular goods are generally classified as 

casing. drill pipe or tubing. 

pipe rack A series of parallel heavy wooden or steel bents 

positioned at ground level on which pipe is stored horizon

tally. 

pipe l'llmp The ramp going up from ground level to V-door 

and rig-floor. 

power tongs See tongs 

preventer See blowout preventer 

R 

l'ack pipe To stand pipe on the rig-floor when coming out of 

the hole 01' to stack pipe on a pipe rack on ground leveL 

range length A grouping of pipe lengths. API designation 

of range lengths are as follows [in m]: 

Range 1 Range 2 Range 3 

Casing 

Dl'ill pipe 

4.88-7.62 7.62-10.36 10.36 or more 

Tubing 

5.49-6.71 

6.10-7.32 

8.23-9.14 

8.53-9.75 

11.58-13.72 

l'9.t hole A hole lined with casing that Pl'Ojects above the 

rig-floor, into which the kelly and swivel are placed when 

hoisting operations are in progress. 

ream To enlarge the wellbore by redrilling with a special 

bit. 

rig See drillill8 rig. 

rig.floor The level above the BOP-stack where the drilling 

cl'ew is operating and all main dli.lling activities take place. 

l-ig.rate A specified sum per day charged by the drillilll! 

contractor in ar.cordance with the contract. In this case the 

operator pays for every day drilled, 

rigging down The act of dismantling the rig and auxiliary 

equipment following the completion of dl'illing operations. 

rigging up The act of installing the rig and auxiliary 
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equipment before the actual drilling can be started. 

rotary table The principal drive component when using a 

kelly, used to turn the drill string. It has a bevelled gear 

arrangement to create the rotational motion and an opening 

into which bushings are fitted to drive and support the 

bottom hole assembly. 

round tripping See make a trip. 

roustabout A worker on an rig who handles the equipment 

and supplies that are sent to the rig, 

nm in To go into the hole with tubing, drill pipe, etc. 

s 

setting casing The operation of running and cementing 

casing at a certain depth in the wellbore. 

single Ajoint of drill pipe. Seejoillt and stal1d. 

slipping the drill line Befol'e a part of dtillline is cut and 

scrapped, first the drill line is pulled f!'Om the spool below 

rig-floor Slid slipped through the blocks. This can happen a 

couple of times before the drill line is finally scrapped. 

slips Wedge-shsped pieces of metal with teeth or other 

gripping elemellts, used to pl'event pipe from slipping down 

into the hole 01' for otherwise holding pipe in place. 

spmad·l'llte The total daily costs of a dtilling operation 

that have to be paid by the operator. The spread.I'Bte consist 

of the rig-rate and additional service costs, such as cement· 

ing, logging etc. 

stab To guide the end of a pipe into a coupling when mak

ing up a connection. 

stand Connected joints of pipe racked in the derrick when 

making a trip. On a drilling tig the usual stand is approxi

mately 27 m. long, comprised of three lengths of drill pipe 

screwed together. Seejoint and single. 

string Refers to the easing, tubing or drill pipe in its 

entirety, i.e. the casing string, etc. 

stuck pipe Refers to drill pipe, casing or tubing having 

inadvertently become frozen in the hole. 

substructure The foundation on which the derrick/mast, 

rig· floor and usually the drawworks sit. Contains space for 

storage and well control equipment, such as the blowout 

preventer. 

surging Creating a pressure decrease at a given depth as a 



result of moving the string upwards in the drilling mud. If 

t.he upward speed is too high the pressure decrease can be 

such that formation fluids start flowing in and a bl'lWQut is 

induced. 

swabbing Creating a pressure incl'ease at a given depth as 

a result of moving the string downwards in the drilling mud. 

If the downward speed is too high the pressure increase can 

be such that the formation is fl'actumd and circulation losses 

are induced. 

swivel A rotary tool which is hung from the hook and 

travelling block. Its functions are: 1) to suspend and permit 

free rotation of the drill string; and 2) to provide a connec

tion for the mud hose and a passageway for the flow of 

drilling mud into the dl'i11 string. 

T 

thread doping See doping. 

tongs The large wrenches used for turning to make up or 

break out drill pipe, casing and tubing. The torque is pro

vided by pulling a wit'e or chain connected to the tong 

handle. The so called power tongs are pneumatically or 

hydraulically operated tools that. selve to spin the pipe up 

tight and in some instances, also to apply final make up 

torque. 

tooljoint A heavy, special alloy steel coupling element for 

drill pipe. Tooljoints have coarse, tapered threads and 

seating shoulders designed to sustain the weight of the drill 

string, to withstand the strain of fl'equent coupling and 

uncoupling and to provide a leakproof sea\. EverY length of 

drill pipe has the pin attached to one end and the box 

attached t.e the other end. 

top drive A dtive system mounted up in the delTick that 

rotates the drill stting. The top drive is connected to the 

block and moves up and down on guide rails. It is an alter

native way of dl'illing which doesn't. l'eqUit'e a kelly. 

travelling block See block. 

tripping See make a trip. 

tubing Small diameter pipe which is run in the cased hole 

after drilling is completed and through which oil or gas is 

produced. 

v 

V-door An opening in a side of a derrick at rig-Roor level 

having the form of an inverted V. This opening is opposite 
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the drawworks and is llsed as an entry to bring in drill pipe 

and casing from the pipo rack via the pipe ramp. 

w 

wellbol'e A borehole; the hole drilled by the bit. A wellbol'e 

may have casing in it or may be open (uncased). 

weBsite The ama where the drilling rig with aU the 

auxiliary equipment is situated and where the drilling 

operation takes place. 

workover The act of drilling a wellbore Cor a second time 

after it has been completed and productive for some time. 

The reason for this is that problems al'e encountered during 

production because the quality of the wellbol'e has declined. 
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